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0: Preface

This paper is an attempt to answer the question “what makes a system conscious?”.

Unfortunately it is one of those questions that cannot be properly answered in isolation.  Instead

we need to build up to understanding consciousness by grappling with more basic issues, such as

intentionality and qualia, and then from an understanding of them work our way to an

understanding of consciousness itself.

0.1: What is the Mind?

To even begin to ask questions about the mind we must have some idea about what the

mind is, not a precise definition of course, since that would leave no room for questions, but at

least a general idea about what we are supposed to be looking at.  One broad way to characterize

the mind is simply those internal factors that govern behavior.  Obviously this is a bit too broad,

since under such characterization even my house’s central heating would have a mind, since its

behavior is governed by a thermostat, the workings of which are not directly accessible to me.

But what is the difference between my mind and the thermostat?  It seems obvious that one

difference between us is that my mind has a complex structure while the thermostat is simple.

There is more than one way to define this difference in complexity, for example we might define

the mind as only those systems that adapt to changes in their environment.  But even this may

admit some systems that are simply too simple, so I will thus define the mind as an internal (in

the sense of not publicly accessible) mechanism governing behavior that is conscious.  Of course

consciousness itself is a very imprecise notion, but I shall assume that we can work with this
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imprecision until we form a precise definition of it, in section 7.  Although this definition of

mind is broad enough to encompass most views it does not encompass them all.  For example

some define the mind as describing systems other than those which are conscious.  However, this

is not a real difficulty, simply a terminological dispute.  And much of what I have to say here

probably applies to minds understood more broadly.

0.2: Phenomenology

In what I have to say below I shall be approaching the mind from the “outside”, so to

speak, meaning that I will start from what we know, objectively, about what the mind must be,

and from that foundation attempt to deduce facts about consciousness, as well as other structures

of the mind.  Of course this is not to say that I am ignoring our inner experience of the mind, or

am denying that it exists.  Many of the problems that I will attempt to tackle are only problems

because we recognize that inner experience exists, for example I experience my thoughts as

directed at things (intentionality), and thus an explanation of this phenomena is needed (section

3).  This approach is the exact opposite of phenomenology, another approach to studying the

mine, which attempts to study the mind from the “inside” by describing and categorizing our

experience of being conscious.  But I am not doing phenomenology here, not because I think

phenomenology is wrong, but because it can’t answer the questions I am primarily concerned

with here.1  Specifically it can’t tell me why the thermostat isn’t conscious, and what kinds of

beings, in general can be conscious.  It can’t answer these questions because any suitable

                                                  
1 I have great respect for certain phenomenologists, but the goal of phenomenology, as I see it, is
to find the best way to talk about experience as experienced, which is not guaranteed to reveal
anything about what experience is.  Or, in other words, phenomenology is solving a different set
of problems.
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answers must be framed in terms of objective facts about the thermostat, and phenomenology is

simply not in those terms.  Of course a successful “outside” theory must meet phenomenology

somewhere; in explaining which brain processes are responsible for which features of the mind it

must explain why our inner experience is one way instead of another.  But the possibility of such

a meeting is still a long way off, because not only would it require a complete and correct

“outside” theory about the mind, it would also require a highly developed neuroscience in order

to provide the necessary details about the structure of the human brain in particular.  So if an

understanding the structure of experience as experienced in all its detail is what is wanted then

phenomenology is still the best bet for the foreseeable future.

1: Materialism

In the context of the philosophy of mind materialism refers to the theory that the

conscious mind is basically like the rest of the contents of the world, or in other words, material.

This is in contrast to most religious perspectives on the mind, which usually characterize it as an

immaterial object that survives the destruction of the body, and to more traditional philosophers

like Descartes, who thought that it was simply impossible for consciousness to be material.  But

if we can successfully argue for materialism it becomes much easier to investigate the mind, as

we can conclude on the basis of it that the brain is the physical aspect of the mind, and we can

then use that knowledge to greatly limit the possible theories we need to entertain with respect to

consciousness.

1.1: What is Material?
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But before we can even begin to explore the thesis that the mind is material we must

define what it means to be material.  Obviously we don’t mean simply made of matter; energy

and space-time are “material” as well.  (Perhaps a better word would be physical, but I stick with

material simply for the sake of tradition.  And although physical might be more suggestive it still

must be defined.)  Here I will define as material anything that interacts with the observable world

in a regular (law governed) way, allowing us to theorize about it and predict its behavior.

Generally spirits and other such non-material entities are not considered accessible to such

scrutiny and prediction, and hence non-material.  If one could build spirit detectors, and create

reliable theories of spirit particle physics, then it would make such spirits simply another part of

the material world, and not really “spiritual” at all.  In another way of speaking to say something

is material is to say it falls within the domain of things that can be studied by rigorous

experimental science.

1.2: The Many Arguments For Materialism

The thesis that the mind is material, and not something outside the domain of nature and

science, is one that is attractive, since materialist theories have explained every scientific

phenomena, but at the same time may seem impossible.  The mind is such a strange thing, how

can it be basically the same as the non-mental world?  Perhaps not all our doubts can be put to

rest until we have a complete materialist theory of the mind, but one place to start is to show that

whatever the mind is it must be material.  There are many different arguments for materialism,

some of which I have collected in an appendix.  Here however I will present only what I think is
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the strongest argument for materialism, the argument from causal closure, which shows that the

material world must be causally closed, and thus that, if the mind has an effect on the world, it

must be material.  In my opinion this argument is the hardest to reject.

1.3: Argument From Causal Closure

Obviously if the physical world is causally closed, and we have good reason to believe

that the mind is not epiphenomenal (see section 1.5) then we have good reason to think that the

mind is material.  Now the causal closure of the physical world is something that seems

relatively well established empirically.  There has never been a controlled situation in which

anything non-physical was needed to explain the outcome of events.  However, it is possible that

science is wrong, or that the effects of the mind only occur when we aren’t looking at them, at

least in theory.  To overcome these difficulties I have constructed the argument here which

attempts to show, on the basis of three simpler assumptions, that the universe must be causally

closed.  However, unlike the many arguments for materialism I think that these assumptions

would be universally accepted.

The first assumption is that what is material can be equated with what is scientifically

observable (which I will refer to simply as observable for the remainder of this section).  Of

course I am not using observable in its customary loose sense here; I am using observability to

indicate something that can be studied on the basis of its effects (because a machine to detect its

effects and could be built, and it could thus be “observed” via the machine).  Hopefully this

definition of what is material doesn’t seem too far-fetched, since it is essentially the definition I

introduced in 1.1.  The second is that we only have reason to say that something, X, is the cause
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of some Q (either a necessary or sufficient cause), only if we have reason to believe that the

absence of X alone can prevent Q from occurring in some situations, or if X by itself can bring

about Q.  Finally, the third assumption is that any possible unobservables still cause events in a

law-like fashion (i.e. if some particular unobservable is the cause of some effect that same

unobservable will always cause that same effect (or will cause that effect with some fixed

probability), assuming it is in the same internal state and in the same circumstances).  Perhaps

that may not be the case for all unobservables, but if the mind is one of them it certainly is law-

like, since our will has a very regular effect on our actions (if it wasn’t law-like the consequences

of willing a certain result would be effectively random).

Now, if it is indeed the case that the observable world is causally closed it must be the

case the all the causes of something observable are themselves observable (this is simply what it

means to be causally closed). This should seem intuitively plausible, since if we observe effects

it seems reasonable to suppose that we can deduce information about the causes, making the

causes observable (in the sense of observable introduced above).  This is, of course, not to say

that the causes are necessarily observable with our current level of technology, simply that they

are observable in principle. For example, we can observe atoms through a scanning tunneling

microscope by observing their effects on a stream of electrons; atoms did not suddenly become

observable when the scanning tunneling microscope was invented, rather it was the case that

they were observable but we simply lacked the tools to directly investigate them.

We can prove this intuition by examining all the possible cases of how some observable

phenomena may be caused, and showing that in all cases the causes must all be observable.  Let

us say then that some observable phenomena, X, can be caused by two factors, A and B, either

independently or in combination. If we observe X then we can only deduce that A or B (or both)
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are the cause, and this is not enough to consider A and B by themselves to be observable (since

as things stand we wouldn’t have the ability to determine which of the two was present).

However, if A and B are observably different they must differ in some observable property. And

if they differ in some observable property that must mean that they can cause different

observable effects, and thus we could set up additional tests to determine which of the factors is a

cause of X, making them observable. Given this there are only two possibilities if the observable

world is not to be completely causally closed. One is that X is caused by two different factors, A

and B, which differ only unobservably. This claim, however, is essentially saying that only the

observable properties that A and B have in common are responsible for X, and thus the

observable phenomena are still causally closed. (A possible rejoinder to this case is to suppose

that there is some third factor, C, that shares the same observable properties as A and B, but

differs in an unobservable property, and isn’t a cause of X. However, this is a contradiction,

because by observing X we would know that A and B didn’t have the unobservable property that

differentiate them from C, and thus the property isn’t unobservable after all.) The other

possibility is that there are two factors that can cause X, A and B, and that while A is observable

B is unobservable. However, to avoid the pitfalls outlined above, we further stipulate that

whenever B is the cause of X A is as well (perhaps because of some other factor). If this was a

possible situation then X would indeed have an unobservable cause, but this situation too hides a

contradiction, based on our assumption of what it means to say that one thing can cause another.

B can neither bring about X by itself, nor can its absence alone be known to prevent X, since we

stipulated that it is necessarily accompanied by A.  Thus B isn’t really a cause at all (or at least

we don’t have grounds to say that B is a cause).  Again, the observable phenomena are

completely causally closed.
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Since this exhausts all the possibilities (as our considerations of two causes can be

generalized to any number of causes) we can conclude, by our definitions of observable and

cause, that the observable world must be completely causally closed.2  And so the material world

is completely causally closed, given our identification of observable with material.  Some may

object, saying that there are no material causes for observable conscious states, and hence that

we can’t claim the observable is identical with material. This would be a problem if we allowed

all conscious experience to count as observable, however, as presented here, we can take as

observable to mean only those phenomena observed with our outward-directed senses, and the

causal closure holds just as well over that domain. And from that we could deduce by observing

other people that our conscious states really do have a basis in the material / observable, or that

they are unobservable by our outward-directed senses but have no causal powers (they are

epiphenomenal). And if accept that the causal closure of the physical implies that non-physical

properties are epiphenomenal, and we reject epiphenomenalism, (see below) then we can

conclude that the mind really is identical with some material process.

1.4 That Any Non-Physical Properties Must Be Epiphenomenal, Given Causal Closure

If we accept that the physical world is causally closed then it seems natural to conclude

that any non-physical properties must therefore be epiphenomenal.  Even so, there are some who

claim that non-physical properties can have a causal role to play even in a causally closed world.

But before those possibilities can be addressed what exactly it means to claim that something is

                                                  
2 Or we could simply say that causal closure is required because of the conservation of energy.
But this assumes that my imaginary opponent accepts that physics is a basically sound
description of the world, which they may not if they are aiming for a kind of dualism.
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epiphenomenal must be explicitly.  Let us call epiphenomenal with respect to an outcome then

something which can affect that outcome neither by being present nor absent.  Or, in other

words, if that outcome is completely determined by other factors (meaning that only changes in

those factors have a result on the outcome).  For example, if there was some particle that could

decay into both B or C particles, which later both decay into D particles we could say that the

fact about which B or C particle the original particle decayed into was epiphenomenal to the later

presence of the D particle (although not epiphenomenal in general), because, even though we can

trace a causal chain through the decay into B or C from the original particle to the D particle, the

fact about which path was taken simply doesn’t make a difference.  Thus the claim that non-

physical properties are epiphenomenal is to say that they don’t make a difference with respect to

the physical results (meaning that whether or not they have non-physical effects is irrelevant,

since those non-physical effects can’t themselves have physical effects).

Now we can turn to the major proposals put forward by dualists in attempt to explain how

the physical world can be causally closed, and at the same time how mental, non-physical,

properties can have a causal effect.3 The first is that some physical events are causally over-

determined, meaning that some of them have both physical causes and non-physical mental4

causes. This is simply impossible by definition, because we can only say an event is causally

over-determined when if either cause had been present, without the other, the event would still

have occurred. This is not the case in the real world because the physical causes of an event are

also necessary (meaning that nothing happens without a suitable physical cause). The second

possibility is that causation is simply a regularity in events, and in our world the mental

                                                  
3 Possibilities adapted from Chalmers’ “The Conscious Mind”.  Chalmers himself seems to favor
the fourth possibility.
4 Which I will abbreviate as “mental” for the remainder of this section.
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properties occur before the physical results with the required regularity. But this fails on two

grounds. First causation is more than regularity; at the very least it involves counterfactual

considerations (for example, it is a regularity that twins have almost the same DNA, but this

doesn’t make the DNA of one the cause of the DNA of the other). And secondly the cause and

effect occur between the very smallest constituents of the world, large scale causation is simply a

convenient way of talking about these connections in aggregate. But there are only a few causal

laws on the smallest level, and although some of those events make up a conscious beings, many

more of the same type are independent of consciousness, therefore mental properties cannot be

said to occur regularly with these events, since many of them occur in non-mental contexts. The

third possibility is that the causal relations themselves are somehow the mental properties, such

that they causally intermediate between physical causes and physical effects. But this doesn’t

prevent them from being epiphenomenal, since the physical laws operate in the same way

everywhere, and thus meaning that the mental properties (perhaps some intrinsic part of the

causal relations) don’t have an influence on what physical effect results from a physical cause.

Again, this is epiphenomenalism. And the fourth and final possibility is that the mental

properties are extra intrinsic properties of the fundamental constituents of nature, such that one

electron might have the mental property P, while another might have the mental property Q, even

though the two are physically indistinguishable. But again, physics shows us that in terms of the

physical properties of subsequent moments these mental properties have no effect. Even if they

are being carried along with the basic physical stuff they seem to have no influence on how the

physical stuff changes over time. And again, this is the same as saying that they are

epiphenomenal with respect to the physical world. So there is no way to harmonize dualism,
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even property dualism, with the causal closure of the physical world without holding that the

mind is epiphenomenal.

1.5 Argument Against Epiphenomenalism

But since the strength of the causal closure argument rests partly on the rejection of

epiphenomenalism I must provide reasons to make that rejection, in order to complete the

argument.

At first it seems that we have an obvious rebuttal: if our consciousness doesn’t have a real

causal effect then how can we explain our experience of being conscious?  Surely it seems like

our will or desire to do something has an effect on the world. It would be astronomically

improbable to suppose that our minds and the physical world simply happened to align by

coincidence, especially if we aren’t willing to claim that there is some super-natural causality-

violating force such as god to ensure the proper alignment.

Epiphenomenalism does have a possible response to this objection. If we adopt the

hypothesis that consciousness is a causally ineffective residue of the brain then it is possible that

our desire to act in a certain way is created by the brain’s physical processes, the very same

processes that caused the action to occur. Our previous argument against epiphenomenalism

assumed that consciousness and the brain were running on basically their own courses, so let us

now assume instead that the conscious state of a person at a given moment is a by-product solely

of their physical state at that moment, thus eliminating the possibility of mismatches. (It is also a

corollary of epiphenomenalism and the above statement that consciousness has no real causal

powers at all, not even on subsequent conscious states.)
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But if this is the case we should still wonder why we are conscious at all.  Certainly there

is no evolutionary reason that creatures whose minds generated this conscious residue would be

favored over those who had minds that did not, since this residue has no causal effect.  Thus,

since creatures that don’t generate that residue are presumably simpler we would conclude that it

is more likely that we wouldn’t have evolved to generate such a residue.  And this means that

even if we were sure of our own consciousness the most likely possibility is that we are a fluke,

and that no one else is conscious in this way.  This is worse than being unable to resolve the

problem of other minds (unable to provide reasons to believe that other people are conscious); it

gives us a reason to believe that other people aren’t conscious.  And thus I think we should reject

epiphenomenalism, since our belief that the mind is non-material should surely be weaker than

our belief that other people have minds.

1.6 Arguments Against Materialism

But, just as there are several arguments for materialism, there are also arguments against

it.  Before I proceed further I think it is necessary to refute, or at least defuse these arguments, in

order to show that there aren’t any hidden pitfalls that will prevent us from developing a

successful materialist theory.

1.6.1: The Argument From Gaps

The argument from gaps is not really a single argument, but rather a collection of

arguments, all of which attempt to show that there is some feature of the mind that materialist
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theories cannot explain.  The most common candidates are intentionality, long held to be the

defining feature of the mental, and qualia, which seem to be a central part of our subjective

experience.  I think the best way to refute this objection is simply to show how a materialist

theory can explain those features, which I shall do in sections 3 and 4.  So let me set aside this

objection until then.

1.6.2: The Modal Argument

A more fundamental objection to materialism is the modal argument, developed by

Kripke5, which attempts to show that the mind and the material world are necessarily different

things.  His argument rests on the existence of rigid designators, such that when x and y are rigid

designators x=y -> N(x=y), where N stands for the necessity operator. (In other words if x and y

are identical then they are necessarily identical; i.e. identical in all possible worlds).  Based on

this Kripke then argues that since the mind and the brain are not necessarily identical, because

we can conceive of minds existing without brains, the mind is not identical to the brain in this

world (~N(x=y) -> x≠y).  There are many possible responses to this claim.  One is to argue that

the conceivability of minds without brains doesn’t show that it is actually possible.  There is also

another, stronger, argument against the conclusion, which is to maintain that the mind is not a

rigid designator.  And both of these arguments can be seen to be rooted in Kripke’s own analysis

of rigid designators.

Let me first tackle the argument that the conceivability of x≠y doesn’t imply ~N(x=y).

The best way to see this is to consider two different rigid designators that refer to the same

                                                  
5 In Naming And Necessity
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person, let us say Samuel Clemens and Mark Twain.  Certainly it is conceivable that they were

different people, and I am sure that some people really don’t know that they are the same person.

However they are rigid designators, and Samuel Clemens = Mark Twain, so N(Samuel Clemens

= Mark Twain).  Really all that conceivability shows us is that we simply don’t know enough

about the rigid designators to say for sure that they are identical, or are simply thinking about

them in the wrong way (if we mistakenly say that Samuel Clemens was possibly someone other

than Mark Twain).  It is easy to see where the mistaken belief that conceivability of non-identity

implies that necessary identity is impossible comes from.  Specifically it comes from the

counterpart function (which I introduced here). When we say that N(x=y) we really mean that for

all w member of W(C(w,x) = C(w,y)). Therefore if we can think of a world in which the

counterparts of two rigid designators aren’t identical then the rigid designators aren’t necessarily

identical.  The problem with this lies in the fact that when we consider counterparts for some

rigid designator, about which we don’t know all the facts, we are really only considering objects

in other worlds that meet some limited description that we have associated with the rigid

designator.  Thus if we don’t know much about Samuel Clemens and Mark Twain we might

think that surely there could be counterparts of Samuel Clemens that weren’t the same as Mark

Twain (one man has one name and a different man has the other).  What we are missing is that

the counterpart function operates on the objects themselves, not on the rigid designators, and thus

even if we are considering two different rigid designators if they refer to the same object then

they will have the same counterparts.  But this means that in order not to make mistaken claims

about the necessity of identity we must first determine if two rigid designators refer to the same

object in this world.  And this means that to settle the question of whether the mind is necessarily

identical to the brain we must settle it in this world first.  And appeals to conceivability and
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necessity can’t hold any weight without the analysis of our world first, as the example of Samuel

Clemens and Mark Twain shows.

Thus it seems that either way we go Kripke’s argument against mind-brain identity is

flawed.  If the mind and brain are rigid designators then conceivability can’t tell us whether they

are necessarily identical or not.

1.6.3: The Conceivability Argument

But there is a second argument that turns on the idea of conceivability, this time arguing

that because the mind is conceivably something other than the physical body that it can’t

supervene on it (meaning it can’t depend on or be reduced to physical properties, that the mental

properties must be their own kind of thing).  The argument proceed by defining reducibility /

explainablity / identity / supervenience in terms of possibility, that the mental properties can’t be

identical to some structure or kind of physical properties unless it is impossible for the mental

properties to be absent in the presence of those physical possibilities.  But since we can conceive

of those physical properties without the accompanying mental properties, and conceive of the

mental properties without the physical ones, then the mental must be distinct from the physical.6

The problem with this argument is that it conflates conceivable with the relevant kind of

possibility, an identification that does not appear justified. here are three ways in which

something conceivable may turn out to be in fact impossible. The first is cognitive error.

Consider someone who knows that a bachelor is an unmarried man, and knows what it is to be

married, but at the same time can conceive of a married bachelor (by some kind of cognitive

                                                  
6 This argument is reason that Chalmers endorses property dualism in “The Conscious Mind”.
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defect). If we ask this individual if the person they are thinking of is unmarried they say yes, but

they also agree that he is married. So this person is able to conceive of a married bachelor, but

only because something has gone wrong, so that they cannot be made to see the inherent

contradiction. But I will admit that perhaps this doesn’t count as “proper” conceivability.

The second way is through hidden contradictions. For example consider the following

properties: A, B, C, D, E. Ax -> Bx, Ax -> ~Cx, Bx -> Dx, Cx -> Ex, ~Dx -> Cx, Ex -> ~Dx. Is

it conceivable that Az & Ez? I think many of us would say that yes, it is. In fact right now I am

thinking of just such an object. But such an object is impossible. Because if we follow the chain

of inferences Az implies that Bz. And Bz implies that Dz. But Ez implies that ~Dz. And it is

impossible for the same object to be both Dz and ~Dz. So, even though we thought we could

conceive of it, it can’t be possible. This is because in thinking about it we don’t necessarily

follow the chain of inferences to its conclusion and see the contradiction. And so it is quite

possible that some of the things we can conceive of imply contradictions that we are unaware of,

simply because our thinking about them doesn’t explore every detail. But perhaps this isn’t

“proper” conceivability either, maybe what we meant by conceivability was a kind of ideal

conceivability, in the sense that it is conceivable in any level of detail. This does seem like a bit

of a questionable rejection, since many of the situations that are said to be conceivable, and thus

possible by proponents of identifying conceivability with possibility, are not fully explored, and

the potential for hidden contradictions remains. But let me assume that there is some valid reason

to reject this complaint.

Even so there is a third way in which the conceivable can be impossible, namely when

our conception of certain real kinds of things is too “loose”. For example, if we weren’t sure

what heat was we might think it possible for heat to move through a vacuum (if we thought of
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heat as some kind of substance). But in fact it is impossible for heat, being molecular motion, to

move through a region where there are no molecules. In general the problem can be framed as

follows: assume there is some real thing X that we wish to think about it. To do so we have the

concept X*. Assuming that we have only accurate information about X it certainly falls under the

concept X*, but since we don’t have all the facts about X some things other than X fall under X*

as well. For example our primitive concept of heat, heat*, may have been simply whatever made

water boil and matches burn. Thus molecular motion fell under heat*, as it was one possible

thing that could have those effects, but other possibilities, such as phlostigon fell under it as well.

As we learn more about heat our concept of heat* becomes narrower, and certain things which

once fell under the concept no longer do. And thus certain things which were once conceptual

possibilities are now conceptual impossibilities. (Another way of understanding this point is to

consider the example given in the previous paragraph, except that this time we assume that

certain inferences, such as Bx -> Dx are unknown to us. Thus, even ideally, Az & Ez is

conceptually possible, but when we learn that Bx -> Dx it becomes a conceptual impossibility.)

Now I will grant that the possibility of whether the original concept, that of heat*, can move

through a vacuum is unchanged by our new discoveries. And so in some sense a conceptual

possibility or impossibility about heat* remains as it was. But we know now that heat* is not

actually a description of real heat, and when we are talking about possibilities we want to know

about the possibilities for real things, about the possibility of real heat moving through a vacuum,

not about whether it was possible for our old concept, heat*, to.

Thus I would argue the conceivability of the mental being distinct from the physical

doesn’t necessarily reflect whether the mental really is distinct from the physical.  The kind of

possibility that really matters in the context of claims about identity or reduction is physical
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possibility.  So in a sense it is possible for possible heat to move through a vacuum, but it is not

possible for real heat to, and this is why real heat is identical to molecular motion.  Likewise the

only relevant facts about the mind are whether real minds occur necessarily with certain physical

facts, and about that matter conceivability has no bearing.

2: Internalism / Externalism

Already then we have narrowed our focus, from every possible theory about the mind to

materialist ones.  But we must narrow our focus still further if we are to address the ability of

materialist theories about the mind to provide a satisfactory theory about consciousness.

Specifically we must come down on one side of the internalism / externalism debate.  When I

refer to internalism here I mean specifically the class of theories that hold that the mind / mental

properties, namely those that are a part of consciousness, depend only on physical facts about the

brain (and possibly some other parts of the nervous system).  In contrast, externalism is the class

of theories which hold that the mind / mental properties depend on both physical facts about the

brain as well as physical facts about the external world as well.

2.1 The Argument For Externalism

The arguments for externalism are usually derived from theories about content and

reference.  In the philosophy of language there is a strong movement to define reference, and

thus content, partly in terms of what is in the external world.  For example, Hillary Putnam’s

famous twin Earth thought experiment is supposed to show that the content or reference of the
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word “water” depends at least partly on what water really is7.  And if the content of sentences is

defined on the basis of external facts then it seems natural to extend this idea to thought, and

hold that the content of thought depends on the external world as well.  After all we sometimes

think in words and the content of our thoughts is seemingly part of our consciousness, as when I

am thinking about a tree I am aware that my thoughts are about trees.  And if the content of a

thought depends on external facts it would seem to imply that the conscious mind, which the

thought is part of, depends on those external facts as well.

2.2: Is Externalism Compatible With Materialism?

It is possible to argue against externalism in two ways.  One is to argue against its

foundations in the theory of language.  If it could be established that reference depended only on

internal facts, or that the content of the sentence/thought was separate from reference, then

externalism would be left without sufficient justification.  This is not, however, how I will argue

against externalism here, since to thoroughly address the problem of reference would require an

additional investigation into the philosopher of language, which would make this paper far

longer than it already is.  Instead I will peruse the other avenue of argument against externalism,

which is to show that a mind that depended on external facts would be epiphenomenal (have no

influence on behavior).  But if the mind is material it cannot be epiphenomenal (since material

things always have causal effects), which contradicts the premise that we are developing a

materialist theory of the mind, and thus demonstrating that no externalist theory can be a

materialist theory, and vice versa.

                                                  
7 In “The Meaning of ‘Meaning’”
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One way to show that an externalist theory implies that the mind is epiphenomenal is

simply to invoke the principle of causal locality.  The principle of causal locality states, quite

simply, that given an effect, E, the only things that could have been immediate causes of E were

in the immediate region.  (More precisely, only things contained within a sphere of radius t * c

can have had a causal effect on the outcome, where t is the amount of time before that outcome

and c is the speed of light.)  Obviously the principle of causal locality can be violated in quantum

physics, but that only happens when very small particles become entangled, and neither the brain

nor the objects it is thinking about are small enough to make this a possibility.8  And, in addition,

these non-local quantum effects happen only once, at which point the state of particles becomes

separable, and no further nonlocal causation will occur between them, not over and over again as

would be required to explain our ability to think of the same object repeatedly.  From the

principle of causal locality it is obvious that only the physical properties local to the signals sent

out to cause behavior can have an effect on that behavior.  This means that distant facts are

epiphenomenal to this behavior, and thus that a mind that depended on those facts would be

epiphenomenal as well.

There is, however, one way to avoid this problem in an externalist theory, an idea

proposed by Dretske9, which is to argue that the external facts that the mind depends on are not

co-temporal with us, but rather are historical facts, such as the fact that we interacted with a

certain object in the past, or the fact that our ancestors evolved in a certain kind of environment.

                                                  
8 Also it is not clear that the wave function does collapse faster than the speed of light, because
there is some doubt about whether it collapses at all.  Certain interpretations of quantum
mechanics, such as Everett’s are collapse free, and so to put externalism on such a dubious
foundation seems unwise.  Moreover the nonlocal causal interactions that occur in quantum
physics cannot transmit information, so it is unclear as to how they can actually be of service to
externalism.
9 In Naturalizing the Mind
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But this too is a problematic solution.  Consider a perfect duplicate of some person formed

spontaneously (by some very unlikely coincidence).  Since this person is a perfect duplicate they

will behave in the same way as the “original”, but will share none of the historical facts that the

mind as supposed to depend on10.  An externalist might be tempted to then assert that behavior is

over-determined, both by the external facts and local state.  However, the assertion that behavior

is over-determined in this way would require that if the historical facts were left constant and the

internal state was disrupted that behavior would remain unchanged (since the historical facts are

also causing that particular behavior).  But this is contrary to fact; we know that brain damage,

which leaves historical facts unchanged, has an effect on behavior.  And thus the historical facts

cannot be said to cause behavior (as they are neither necessary nor sufficient causes nor part of a

sufficient cause), at best they can be said to be the cause of the internal state, and that it is really

the internal state that is responsible for behavior.  Again, this version of externalism is only

consistent if we accept that the mind (or the content of the mind) is epiphenomenal.

2.3 Externalism About Reference

But if externalism isn’t a viable theory about the mind what does this mean for the

theories of reference that it was based upon?  It might seem that a rejection of externalism would

imply that those theories too should be discarded.  And if we insist that the facts about reference

must play some role in the mind then this is the conclusion we must accept.  However, it is

perfectly consistent to believe that the facts about reference, which are determined by the

contents of the world to some extent, are not part of the mind.  We might hold that the mind

                                                  
10 Dretske does in fact deny that such an individual is intentionally directed at the world or that
his or her mind has content in the way ours does.
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orients a kind of arrow that points outwards (it is natural to think of this arrow as corresponding

to intentionality).  Reference is determined by what objects in this world the arrow really points

at, but as far as the conscious mind is concerned all that matter is the direction of the arrow, and

that is determined purely by internal facts.  All that accepting this would mean is that when I am

thinking of a tree whether my thought really makes reference to the tree is not knowledge that is

immediately and infallibly accessible to me, and that reference is itself not causally effective.

Surely this isn’t too drastic a move; it isn’t hard to accept the similar theses that there are

mathematical facts such as “2+2=4” that don’t have a causal effect on the world, or that there are

ethical facts that are similarly causally ineffective.  It would simply mean viewing the facts about

reference as a description of the world rather than a principle by which it operates.

3: Intentionality

Intentionality, loosely speaking, is the ability of the mind (or parts of the mind) to be

about (directed at) objects in the external world.  At first glance this might not seem like a

problem; since complex physical systems can do a number of interesting things, and it doesn’t

seem impossible that being intentionally related to objects in the world might simply be one

more of those things.  However, some claim that material systems can’t be intentional, and thus

to set these doubts aside we need to describe how a completely physical system could justifiably

be said to be intentional.

Part of the problem of intentionality is that we don’t know exactly what we mean by

intentionality.  Is it just being “directed at” the external world, or is it something more?  Is our

understanding of meaning somehow caught up in this notion, implying that we need to explain
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how our thoughts really mean something and aren’t “just” a complicated pattern of behavior.  As

I see it the problem of intentionality arises primarily from these confusions, not from an inherent

difficulty in fitting it into the physical world.

3.1: Separating Intentionality From Meaning

One of the confusions that arises in connection with intentionality is concerns about what

it takes for a thought or mental event to have meaning.  Let us suppose that we have a theory that

describes how certain physical systems are related to the external world in ways that seem like

they are directed at or about that world.  Maybe they have an internal representation of the

external world that informs their behavior, and because this internal model is an accurate

reflection of the external world we can thus say that the behavior of those systems is thus

informed by, and thus appropriately “directed at” the world11.  But it seems like we could still

wonder if the relations of this system to the world were meaningful.  Does it purposefully direct

its behavior at the world?  But to demand that our theory of intentionality do this is to demand

that it explain consciousness as well, because there it is reasonable to say that nothing is

intrinsically meaningful except in a conscious system.  But if we require our theory of

intentionality to include a theory of consciousness then we are asking too much of our theory of

intentionality.  We are discussing intentionality here in order to dispel worries that a materialist

theory of the conscious mind might be impossible because intentionality can’t be present in a

                                                  
11 This isn’t the theory of intentionality I will develop later in this section, but it is relatively
simple theory that might explain intentionality.  Putting aside the matter of whether this theory
can actually do what we require (is representation too vague?) we can consider it to decide
whether, if it worked, would it satisfactorily explain intentionality, or whether there is something
it leaves out.
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purely physical system.  But if make intentionality necessarily connected to consciousness, by

tying it to meaning, then the objection becomes ill-formed; essentially the objections would then

be to claim that we can’t develop a material theory of the conscious mind because consciousness

can’t be captured in a material theory.  Of course whether consciousness can be captured by a

material theory is something I will look at directly in section 7, here I am only concerned with

setting aside various preliminary obstacles.  If what is meant by intentionality is only a

directedness at the world that is meaningful then obviously the theory I will develop below

doesn’t quite capture intentionality, so defined.  Instead it can be viewed as describing a kind of

proto-intentionality, that when put together with a system that is conscious, as described in

section 7, has meaning and thus real intentionality.

3.2: Separating Intentionality From Reference

Another possible confusion is conflating intentionality with reference.  Admittedly, how

exactly we define reference is something that is up in the air at the moment; there are several

theories about it that all deserve serious consideration.  The problem with simply collapsing

intentionality into reference is that reference may be defined in terms of the content of the

external world.  And thus identifying intentionality, part of the mind, with reference would then

lead to a kind of externalism, which cannot be a viable materialist theory about the mind, as

argued in section 2.  And, if that isn’t enough, there is another reason to think that reference and

intentionality are distinct.  Simply consider the difference in reference between a brain in a vat

living in a simulated world exactly like ours and us. The brain refers to virtual things, while we

refer to real things.  But our experiences are the same, and, more importantly, the brain and us
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have the same experience of intentionality, we both think we are directed at a world of real

things.  So, as far as a theory of consciousness is concerned, the brain in the vat’s intentionality

and my intentionality are essentially the same; a theory of consciousness needs to explain our

conscious experiences, which are the same, it doesn’t need to explain why we refer to what we

do.  Thus, for both of these reasons, we need to separate reference from intentionality in the

context of a theory of consciousness.  It is possible, perhaps likely, that they are related, that a

combination of facts about our intentional state, the external world, and our relations to it

determine reference.  But as far as a theory of consciousness is concerned those connections are

beside the point.

3.3: Separating Intentionality From the Experience of Intentionality

And intentionality must also be separated from the experience of intentionality, what it is

like to be in an intentional mental state.  I wouldn’t deny that there is an experience of

intentionality, but the experience of intentionality is best treated as part of the discussion about

qualia12 (section 4).  To combine the two is to make the problem unnecessarily hard by asking

the materialists to give a single solution to problems that can be addressed separately.  And there

is no reason to believe that intentionality and the experience of intentionality must go hand in

hand.  Certainly some people can see without having the experience of sight (blind sight), so it

isn’t hard to imagine that it is possible that there may be intentionality without an accompanying

experience of that intentionality (for example, if we taught someone with blind sight to navigate

                                                  
12 Some use this term only in a narrow sense, to describe the “feel” of experiential states.  In this
paper I use the term in a broad sense to describe the “feel” or “what-it-is-like-ness” of any
mental state.  Some would call this the phenomenality of a mental state, but I’ll stick with qualia.
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around a room using their unconscious sight it would seem as if they had a kind of intentional

state concerning the room without being conscious of that state).  In fact, systems without

consciousness, and thus without experiences of any kind, might have a form of intentionality.

Again, to decree that the two must go hand in hand would be to make an unjustified

presupposition.

3.4: Why Intentionality Isn’t a Problem

But if we strip these confusions away intentionality no longer seems like much of a

problem.  Now admittedly some may use intentionality to describe a directedness at the world

that is “meaningful”, or is part of a conscious experience.  In that case what I am describing here

is proto-intentionality, which can become “real” intentionality if it is part of a conscious system

in the right way.  As mentioned above we only need to show that proto-intentionality can be

realized in a completely physical system; to argue that a physical system can’t be conscious

because it can’t have “meaningful” or experiential intentionality is to beg the question.  For the

sake of simplicity I am going to call this proto-intentionality intentionality, and leave the debate

as to whether it is really what we mean by the term “intentionality” for another time.  Now, even

if we don’t want to develop a detailed account of intentionally we can point out a number of

completely physical systems that display evidence of intentionality.  And thus, if these

completely physical systems can have intentionality, clearly our brain, also hypothesized to be a

completely physical system, could have intentionality.  Which shows, without even developing a

complete theory about it, that intentionality isn’t necessarily a problem for materialism.  One

such system that displays evidence of intentionality is the humble Electrolux Trilobite, a robotic
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vacuum cleaner.  The Electrolux Trilobite displays intentionality (or so I claim) by not running

into obstacles when it vacuums (although it seems highly unlikely that the robot has an

experience of intentionality).  This seems like good evidence that the robot’s “mind” is in some

way about or directed at the room, at least enough that it doesn’t run into things.  If this isn’t

evidence that the robot possesses intentionality then what evidence do I have that other people

possess intentionality?

But perhaps this plays too much on our intuitions about intentionality, and as we well

know reality is not obligated to conform to our intuitions.  To set aside these worries I will

briefly outline one possible explanation of intentionality in purely materialist terms.  Although I

won’t guarantee that it is the right explanation at the very least it shows that plausible materialist

explanations of intentionality do exist.

So, as a starting point, let me define intentionality directed at some object, say a tree, as

some information in the system that encodes what kind of perceptual experiences the system

might have of the object, as well as the behaviors that the system might engage in with that

object, and the experiences that would result from these behaviors.  This information then, in that

system, is intentionally directed at that object.  This seems promising, but there is an obvious

problem with it, since we have defined what it means to be intentionally directed at something

partially in terms of the object, which would be a kind of externalism.

To resolve this problem the object itself must be factored out of the definition.  Consider

the system by itself, not connected to a body, or even a world.  The system still has inputs and

outputs (perceptions and behaviors), but we have removed it from any possible context to give

meaning to those inputs and outputs.  Still, if we were given all the information about the system

we could generate possible worlds it could be embedded in, which I will call world-models.  This
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would be via a process of discovering what ideas were triggered by a given input and then

discovering what kinds of inputs expects if it generates various outputs (how its perceptions will

change if it behaves in certain ways).  If we put all the different input-output correlations

together we drastically narrow the possible world-models.  But we will never be able to narrow it

down to just one world-model.  For example, if we were studying the brain in this way one

model of the external world that would satisfy all the input-output correlations would be a world

containing real objects, a world very close to the real one.  But another, equally possible, world-

model would be a world in which the system was running inside a simulation of the real world.

And there might be even more abstract, but consistent, possible world-models as well, such as

some unusual mathematical structure, in which inputs are equivalent some complicated matrix

and outputs are different operations on those matrices.  In each of these possible world-models

there will be some object or objects that our intentional information is directed at (some features

of the world-model that satisfy a particular group of input-output correlations).  So let us say

simply that this intentional data is directed at the set of those possible objects, which ultimately

reduces to a very complicated connection between outputs, inputs, and the structure of the

system.  And this is a definition of intentionality that is completely independent of what is

actually in the world.13

Of course intentionality may be directed at non-perceptual things as well, and it may

seem like the above account may exclude them, even though numbers are never a direct

                                                  
13 This thesis about intentionality is of course easier to accept if you already subscribe to the idea
that intentionality is directed at object possibilities rather than real objects, and that when we say
that we are intentionally directed at a real object we really mean that the object-possibility we are
directed at has a real world counterpart.  Under such an understanding of intentionality the input
output correlations correspond to object-possibilities in a very natural way.  However I do not
think that the above understanding of intentionality is necessary to accept to proposed
explanation of intentionality.
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perceptual input we can still think about them, still be intentionally directed at them.  However, I

would say that this is simply understanding inputs too narrowly.  In principle there is no reason

that an “input” can’t come from another part of the mental system, say one that abstracts some

feature from perceptual objects.  For example, the intentional structure that is directed at

numbers has as its inputs various mathematical objects and describes how those mathematical

objects act as a result of being operated on mathematically.  Naturally the mathematical inputs

and outputs of this structure are themselves abstracted from the many possible perceptual inputs

and behavioral outputs that are the vehicles with which we deal with numbers in the world, in

contrast to the structure that corresponded to being intentionally directed at a tree, which did not

deal with input abstractions, but rather direct perceptual inputs.

But, some might object, when I think about a tree my thoughts are directed at the tree, not

some strange construct of input-output correlations.  I freely grant that the experience of

intentionality doesn’t seem this way, but, as I mentioned before, our experience of intentionality

must be separated from intentionality itself.  We might say that the experience of thinking about

the tree has the qualia of being directed at a tree (a real tree), but that really the mind is only

directed at the things that satisfy complex construct of input-output relationships, which a real

tree would satisfy (among other possibilities).  Of course the qualia, what it is like to be

intentionally directed at a tree, needs to be explained as well, which brings me to the next

section.

4: Qualia
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Qualia is a word invented to describe the character or “feel” of an experience.  For

example, when someone sees a red object they experience the qualia of that shade of red, which

seems to be a part of their experience that exists in addition to the red light entering their eyes

and the surface properties of the object.  The qualia thus seem to be best described as a feature of

experience, a way of describing it, and not a part of the natural world; while the natural world is

made up of objective facts qualia are inherently subjective.  Of course we would like to say that

the two are in some way connected, ideally by explaining how qualia reduce in some sense to

objective facts, but it is not obvious how.  And thus by being inherently subjective qualia pose

problem for materialist theories about the mind.  If they were based on the physical facts then

shouldn’t we be able to take our materialist theory about the mind, say about vision specifically,

and use it to explain why red feels like red and not green to a particular subject?  But so far none

of our physical theories have been able to give us such an explanation, it seems like they might

never be able to.  Certainly our theories will provide explanations of why someone describes an

object as red, why they behave as though it were red, and possibly even why they think about it

as if it was red, but what is wanted is an explanation of why it “feels” red.  And because we can’t

give an explanation of why it “feels” like red some take this as evidence that qualia exist in

addition to the physical world, as something extra.

4.1 Mary, The Economics-Blind Social Scientist

Before I address qualia directly let’s consider a thought experiment that shares some

features in common with the ideas that lead us to reject the possibility of qualia being explained

in physical, objective, terms.  Consider a social scientist, Mary, who is completely cut off from
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contact with other people, she does not interact directly with them in any way.  Thus Mary does

not share our language, our social conventions, ect.  For the sake of convenience let us assume

that Mary has her own language.  Now let us suppose that Mary is given access to all the basic

physical facts about a society.  She knows the location of various items and people, and how they

move over time.  For Mary’s convenience we can grant her the ability to zoom into different

levels of detail, observing, if she chooses, how individual atoms interact with each other, or

choosing to see how whole objects move around, or anything in-between.  Because we don’t

want Mary to adopt our ideas let us give this knowledge one limitation, that she isn’t allowed to

know any facts about our communication using language, either written or verbal.

Let us assume that this society is our society.  Does Mary know that the GDP is rising?

No, Mary does not, and not because she is ignorant of linguistic facts, because whether the GDP

is rising or falling is independent of what we say.  Certainly Mary can observe all the individual

transactions that we think of as economic, but she doesn’t think of them as economic, because

she doesn’t share our economic conceptualization of the world, no one has ever told her what

money is or how it works, and certainly they haven’t told her how such transactions can be

aggregated into the measure we refer to as the GDP.  Of course it is reasonable to suppose that

Mary has her own theories about why certain individuals and certain items are together at some

times and apart at others (i.e. ownership has been transferred), but they are not in terms of a

larger economic system.

But we could give Mary an economics textbook (translated into her language), and then

she would be able to deduce that the GDP was rising, as well as a large number of other facts

about the economy.  So what does this tell us about economic facts?  Not much, I would say.

We use economic terms to describe the world because they provide concise descriptions of
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aggregate behavior that allow us to make reliable judgments and predictions about this aggregate

behavior.  But we don’t think of them as existing independently of aggregate behavior,

independently of the physical facts.  Rather they are just one way of looking at those physical

facts, at a higher level of abstraction; given that Mary wasn’t led to use that particular abstraction

it is no surprise that she didn’t know the economic facts.

4.2 Mary, The Colorblind Color Scientist

But there is a similar thought experiment that is supposed to lead us to the opposite

conclusion, namely that the economic facts can’t be reduced to the physical facts, and thus exist

in addition to the physical facts.  In this thought experiment we are asked to imagine a color-

blind woman, named Mary, who studies color vision.  By hypothesis Mary knows all the

physical facts there are to know about how color vision works in the brain, and how it gives rise

to certain thoughts and actions.  One day Mary’s color-blindness is fixed by a new kind of

surgery.  Now that she can see again doesn’t she learn something new, specifically what colors

feel like?  If this is true then clearly the physical facts don’t reveal all there is to know about the

mind, or so it is claimed, since she already had access to all the physical facts before.14

Obviously the situations in which Mary the colorblind color scientist and Mary the

economics-blind social scientist find themselves in aren’t quite the same.  The question we need

to ask ourselves is why the situations are different, and if those differences matter in terms of

leading us to the conclusion that qualia, facts about what experiences feel like, exist in addition

to the physical facts.

                                                  
14 The example of Mary was first presented by Frank Jackson in “What Mary Didn’t Know”.
This particular version of the thought experiment presented in a lecture by David W. Smith.
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One difference is in the way the Marys have access to the relevant facts.  In the case of

economic facts Mary has to deduce those facts from the physical facts she is already aware of,

while in the case of qualia Mary is seemingly just presented with them the first time she is able

to see color.  But this difference alone isn’t sufficient to motivate the conclusion that qualia exist

in addition to the physical facts while economic facts do not.  We could imagine that in the case

of Mary the social scientist instead of teaching here what the GDP was we simply did some

weird surgery on her, so that now when she is exposed to certain situations she immediately

forms the thought that they are an instance of an economic exchange, and that from her

knowledge of patterns of economic exchanges she also will immediately form the thought that

the GDP is rising or falling.  In this version Mary the social scientist also comes to know

economic facts without deducing them from physical ones, but it doesn’t make the economic

facts seem like they must now exist in addition to the physical facts.  Clearly then the immediacy

of the facts, by itself, is not what motivates the different conclusion in the two cases.

4.3 Subjectivity

The real difference seems to be that the qualitative facts are defined only subjectively,

while economic facts are not.  And thus we can accept the possibility that economic facts can be

explain in objective terms because they themselves are objective, but that qualitative facts

cannot, because they are subjective.  As compelling as it may seem we have to watch out here for

the possibility that this response is begging the question.  What if qualia were some feature of the

physical world, and we knew what this feature was?  Couldn’t we then explain them to Mary the

color scientist using this explanation?  Possibly not, because if qualia are inherently subjective
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Mary can only really know about qualia by experiencing them, even if qualia could be identified

with some feature of the physical world.  So defending the idea that qualia aren’t in fact part of

the physical world seems to turn on the inability in general for anything that is inherently

subjective to be identified with some physical event.  If they could be then the mere fact that

qualia are subjective couldn’t rule out the possibility that they are really something physical.

So, if we can find subjectivity in a completely physical system then there is no reason to

resist the idea that our inherently subjective qualia can be identified in some way with a feature

of the physical world on the basis of their subjectivity alone.  Consider then a completely

physical system that can be put into a number of states.  Let us further suppose that this system is

intelligent and rational, although not conscious, since that would possibly be to presuppose that it

had qualia.  Now there are basically two ways to know about this system.  One way is to look at

it from the outside, and to say in objective terms what state it is in.  But the system can also

know about itself, in a fundamentally different way.  To make things simple let us further

suppose that the states of this system can be described as a collections of propositions, and that

this description captures all the interesting facts.  Some of the propositions are about the world,

but some are about the system itself.  We will say that the system “knows” these propositions.

By know in this case we mean that the propositions affect the behavior (possibly verbal) and

future states of the system, such that future propositions may be deduced from, or be about, those

propositions.  Since this system is not conscious we don’t have to worry about knowledge

meaning any more than this.  Again let us make one more arbitrary choice and say that what the

propositions that are about the system itself “tell” the system is that it is in a certain kind of state,

state A, state B, and so on, all the way to state Z.  Now this system, given that it is rational, will

“notice” that the proposition that it is in a certain state is correlated with certain kinds of
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behavior, certain other propositions, ect.  Thus the proposition that it is in a certain state is a kind

of subjective knowledge.  And assuming that we can’t look into it and read its internal state off,

which is something we certainly can’t do with people, the system knows more about itself than

we do.

Now it is important to keep in mind that the system we are discussing here does not see

its own internal state as being structured around a number of propositions.  All it “knows” about

its internal state is that it can come in one of 24 flavors: A, B, C, and so on.  The system cannot

arbitrarily reflect on the propositions that make up its state, and so these internal propositions

might be described, anthropomorphically, as “unconscious”.  Which is simply to say that the

system is never directly aware of its inner goings on as a collection of propositions being

repeatedly operated on.  The process by which it learns that the “I am in state Q” proposition is

correlated with a lack of energy (inability to do certain activities, reduced strength and perceptual

clarity, the need to sleep soon, ect) is not done by realizing that the proposition “I am in state Q”

occurs with these other features, because that would require our system to have some knowledge

about how its state were structured, which it does not.  (To explicitly form the proposition “The

‘I am in state Q’ proposition is correlated with proposition X”.)  Rather the correlation is noted

by an automatic process, which causes “I am in state Q” propositions to now be shortly followed

by “I will need to rest soon” propositions after the “I am in state Q” proposition has been

followed by the need to rest sufficiently often.  And note that the system here does not realize

either that the “I will need to rest soon” proposition is present either; the existence of this

proposition manifests itself only by giving rise to certain other future propositions, and certain

behaviors.  Remember the point of this thought experiment is to consider a system that is not
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conscious, and making it aware of its own internal states in that way might be too much (not to

mention that it adds an additional, and more complex, form of subjective knowledge).

Given that this system is fairly intelligent what would it do if it were placed in the

situation of Mary (let us assume “I am in state Z” is only triggered when seeing green, and we

don’t let it see anything green).  Well, given how we have described it here it would react in

basically the same way as Mary does.  Yes it would understand all the facts about its own

operation.  It might even be able to realize that its internal state could be characterized as a

collection of propositions, just like we do.  I could even realize that there is a possible

proposition “I am in state Z” that has never been triggered, and deduce all the consequences in

terms of behavior and alterations to its internal propositional state that would result from it.

Even so when we first expose it to green it will be put into a state containing “I am in state Z” for

the first time.  And as a result the proposition “I have never been in state Z before” may arise, or

any number of similar propositions like it (or at least they should if the internal processing is

sophisticated enough for the system to be called rational).  And perhaps even “so this is what Z

feels like”, if it were programmed to use “feels” talk to discuss its internal states, because now,

the proposition “I am in state Z” having arisen at least once, its internal machinery can compare

future occurrences of “I am in state Z” to this one, and so it “knows” for the first time “what it is

like”, even though within the room it could have predicted these reactions, known how being put

into that state would affect its processing, and so on.

But this is odd, because our hypothetical machine is purely physical.  Nor does there

seem to be a reason that we couldn’t construct it.  Admittedly we don’t know how to make a

machine reason practically yet, but there doesn’t seem to be any reason why it would be

fundamentally impossible.  But yet this machine has given us all the evidence that Mary has
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given us to support the idea that there is something in addition to the physical going on.  What

this hypothetical machine demonstrates is that subjectivity can exist, and seemingly pose a

problem for our explanations, even without something extra in addition to the physical (couldn’t

our machine reject the physical explanation of its own subjectivity, demanding that an

understanding of its operation inform it what being in state Z “is like” without being in that

state?).  But, because this problem doesn’t require something in addition to the physical in order

to arise, the fact that qualia are essentially subjective doesn’t prove that they can’t also be

explained in objective terms.

4.4 What Are Qualia?

However demonstrating that qualia can have an explanation in objective terms, despite

their essentially subjective nature, is different from giving that explanation.  They still might be

something over and above the physical; the fact that they might have a physical explanation

doesn’t guarantee that they actually do have a physical explanation.  So allow me to outline a

brief proposal then as to what qualia really are, which has already been suggested by the

construction of the hypothetical machine that I appealed to in order to explain subjectivity.  As

with intentionality, by showing that we can construct an explanation of qualia in physical terms I

hope to dispel the worry that something non-physical is required to explain the mind.

Under materialist theories we can think of the mind as a system that receives inputs and

produces outputs, a way of looking at minds that we have already used to explore intentionality.

Let us specifically consider vision in one such system.  This system receives an array (a two

dimensional grid) of signals, each of which corresponds to some unique color.  We can think of
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each of the raw signals as being a single letter inside the system (the letter stands for the signal

itself, so there is no temptation to treat it as a number or some other complex construct).  And the

only processing the system can do on these letters is based on their position in the grid an on

comparisons of them to each other (given two letters the system can tell how similar they are,

although this is itself a primitive function, the workings of which are not exposed to the higher

functions of the system).  It is my hypothesis that this is all there is to the experience of sight

(and in general all perception of the world), the processing of certain primitive signals..

Obviously the human mind has a more elaborate visual system, we favor certain colors

over others, and think certain combinations are more pleasing than others, but this doesn’t make

the signals themselves any less primitive.  We could work these complexities into the system by

arguing that these ideas are either themselves generated by another basic kind of processing that

is done (like the comparison of similarity between signal), or it is built on top of the comparison,

in the sense that certain degrees of similarity are pleasing while others aren’t.  But these details

are not really important to the explanation of qualia (or at least to our brief explanation of

qualia).

The fact that a system deals with visual signals obviously does not, by itself, give rise to

qualia.  To introduce qualia we need to posit a certain way of reacting to the introspective gap

that exists in these systems, specifically the one that exists because the signals, and the

comparisons between them, are simple with respect to introspection, meaning that no amount of

introspection can reveal their structure.  When we think about our perception of a color

introspection doesn’t tell us why the color is the color it appears to be, it just simply is that way.

When introspecting on our visual phenomena we simply find ourselves having the thoughts that

“it is red” or “it is green”, but without ever knowing why we are having those thoughts.
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Likewise we can’t say why two colors are similar on the basis of introspection.  Of course we

have constructed theories about color similarity, based on knowledge about how various colors

appear when mixed, but these theories are not revealed to us by our introspective awareness of

color similarity, which only tells us how similar they are, not why.

So what does the mind do when some aspect of it is closed to introspection?  Well in

general minds could do anything, but human minds have a specific and well-documented

response, they make things up.  For example, if the mind can give us a solution to a problem

without us consciously being aware of where that solution came from (because it was developed

by the unconscious).  If we were to ask a person in such a situation where that solution came

from they would fabricate a story, a story that has nothing to do with how they really came to the

solution.  But they will believe that story, and be totally unaware of the fact that it is a

fabrication.  Similarly, if basically identical items are placed in a sequence people tend to prefer

the rightmost one (we can show this by shuffling the items and proving that in each arrangement

the rightmost is favored by a statistically significant number).  This means that some people had

no reason to pick that one except for its position.  But when asked why they picked it every last

one of them will have a story about why it is superior to the others, and will be totally unaware

of the fact that their choice was determined largely because of the position.15  I propose that

qualia are another one of these made up stories.  When we introspect on our experience we come

to certain things that are un-analyzable by the mind.  The mind doesn’t know why the signal is

the way it is, or why it is having the thought “it is red”, so it makes up a story, like every other

time introspection can’t reveal the answer.  And that story is called the “feel”, we say it is red

because it “feels” red.  What does it mean for something to “feel” red, well we can’t say (except

                                                  
15 Nisbet, R., and T. Wilson. 1977. “Telling More Than We Can Know: Verbal Reports On
Mental Processes”. Psychological Review 84.3: 231-259
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maybe to make analogies to other colors – it’s a bit like orange – but we then find ourselves

unable to say exactly how it differs from orange – well it’s more red).  I think this is good

evidence to support the idea that the “feel” is a construction in response to a failure of

introspection, and not a an extra, non physical, feature.16

A qualia then is simply a higher order thought, directed at the unexplainable simple

phenomena that occur in perception which attempts to explain them.  All there is to experiencing

a certain qualia is having that certain higher order thought, or so I claim.  And this is how Mary

learned something about qualia for the first time upon leaving her room, she was in that higher

order state for the first time.  Even though she might have known that she would be placed into

such a state, and the consequences this state would have in terms of subsequent thoughts, this is

the first time that she has subjectively encountered it, and so it feels new to her, even though she

really hasn’t learned anything new.

4.5: A Brief Detour Back To Intentionality

So, now that I have given a brief outline of a materialist theory of qualia, let me go back

and completely wrap up the materialist theory of intentionality I had developed above.  As

mentioned previously I said that it didn’t completely explain the experience of intentionality, but

that the remaining work, explaining the feeling of a thought being about an object, could be

explained by our theory about qualia.  Now part of our experience of intending is expectations

                                                  
16 This is essentially Dennett’s solution to the problem as presented in Consciousness Explained
and Tye’s solution as presented in Consciousness, Color, and Content, although Tye defined the
fact that we think the experience feels a certain way in terms of the experience representing the
world as being a certain way, and he then assumed that the content of the representation had to
be defined as dependant partly on the external world (making him an externalist), which I would
deny.
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about perceptions.  When I think about an apple I have expectations about what the apple will

feel like, look like, and so on.  And I also have a set of expectations about what will happen if I

move in relation to the apple, if I bite into it, if I throw it, and so on.  These reflect the input-

output correlations that the theory claimed were the real basis of intentionality.

But there is more to the experience of intentionality than that.  When I think about an

apple I am not just thinking about those things, I also feel that I am thinking about an apple.  It is

natural to suppose that this is a qualia, and thus represents an introspective failure.  But in the

case of perception introspection failed when it attempted to analyze inputs that were basically

un-analyzable, so what is introspection unable to uncover in the case of intentionality?  I think it

is the connection between all these expectations.  Obviously the many and varied expectations

we have about an object are connected to each other, otherwise they wouldn’t be all available to

us when we needed to think about that particular object.  I hypothesize that when we introspect

on that connection our introspection fails, the connection just is there, without further details.

But, as usual, introspection makes up a story for us, in this case that they have the “feel” of being

about the same object.

4.6 Wrapping Up

So we can admit that qualia are essentially subjective, while at the same time explaining

them in terms of objective facts, given that we allow subjectivity to be explained in terms of the

way certain systems are constructed, and we allow that the qualia themselves can be explained

by the way such systems may react to the introspective gap created by their own construction.

Of course not every qualophile will be happy with this solution, because in a sense it does away
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with the idea that there is something extra “that it is to be like” a system experiencing a certain

qualia, and replaces it with a certain kind of reflection on the system’s own workings.  So much

the worse for that brand of qualophile, in my opinion; we can’t expect our intuitive approach to

be right all the time.

5: Mental Properties

Just as we describe physical objects with physical properties we describe the mind with

mental properties.  Some mental properties describe the character of mental acts, such as their

being focused or distracted, some describe the kind of mental act, such as being a thought or an

act of will, and some describe the content of the mental act.  Describing the nature of mental

properties is not absolutely necessary to the task of forming a theory about the mind, for example

the proposals about intentionality and qualia outlined previously had no need of them.  But, on

the other hand, it would be a poor explanation of the mind that omitted them altogether.

5.1 Supervenience

The usual way to fit mental properties into a materialist theory of mind is to claim that

they supervene on some of the physical properties, which is a fancy way of saying that the

mental properties apply whenever certain collections of physical properties hold for the system.

Supervenience is certainly a decent way to start thinking about how mental properties are to be

captured by materialism, but unfortunately it has its flaws.  The primary problem with

supervenience is that it doesn’t identify the mental properties in any way with the physical
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properties.  And this leaves the mental properties as something extra, which is certainly not a

materialist theory about the mind.17  And because these mental properties exist in addition to the

physical properties it is hard to see how they could be the cause of events.  After all the physical

world is causally closed, so only physical properties have a causal effect; if the mental properties

aren’t in some way physical then they must be epiphenomenal.

5.2 Dependence

We could attempt to overcome the problems with supervenience by re-defining it, but I

think this would be unnecessarily confusing.  Instead I propose that the theory that the mental

properties supervene on the physical be replaced by the theory that the mental properties are

dependant on the physical properties.  What I mean by dependence is a very limited claim, which

is that an instance of a mental property is identical with some collection of physical properties,

although instances of the same mental property may not always be identical with exactly the

same physical properties.  A good example of this kind of dependence, in non-mental terms, is

the property of being a colored surface.  When we look at the fundamental physical facts of a

surface there is no color property, the only properties that exist concern the kind of molecules

that make up the surface and their arrangement.  This doesn’t mean that we have to throw out the

property of being colored as non-existent, however, all it means is that we have to identify it with

some of the physical features of the surface.  So the whiteness of a piece of paper would be

                                                  
17 A problem with supervenience brought to my attention by Jaegwon Kim in Mind in a Physical
World: An Essay on the Mind-Body Problem and Mental Causation, where he mentions that
supervenience can describe too many theories about the mind, and hence may not be sufficiently
informative to solve all the problems about the connection between mental and physical
properties.
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identified with some collection of physical properties of the surface, and the whiteness of snow

would be identified with a different collection of physical properties of that surface.

Another way to understand what I mean by dependence here is to understand how things may be

predicated of groups of objects which are not the same as saying something about each member

of that group independently of the rest, but at the same time which only apply because of the

individual properties of the members of the group.  Let me provide a few examples such group

predication.  An army can be disbanded, but it doesn’t make any sense to say of an individual

soldier that he or she was disbanded, unless we are trying to say that he or she was removed from

the army. But to say that he or she was removed from the army is to say that there is a certain

relation between him or her and the army, which again makes the army an object of prediction

(and isn’t really what we meant to say when we said that the army was disbanded). Or we might

say that the army was divided into two equal groups. Although we could try to translate this into

a claim about individual soldiers, such as their being placed into group A or group B, it doesn’t

capture the full meaning of the group predication, since it says nothing about the relative size of

those two groups. Finally, leaving the army behind for a moment, we might wish to say of a

collection of particles that their center of mass is at a certain location, but this doesn’t translate at

all into a claim about individual particles.

But these group properties are not independent of the properties of the members of the

group, nor are they something that exists over and above the properties of the members.  And it

is not that by being a group totally new properties emerge.  What is happening is that a group

property can express relationships between members of the group, possibly relationships that

involve all the members.  Although these relationships depend on the properties of the individual

objects they don’t depend on those properties independently of each other.  Thus they can only
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be said of the group, and not of members of the group, without making reference to the group.

This is a break from the simplistic approach to the states of groups, which says that if A can be in

state y or z and B can be in state y or z then the group formed by A+B can be in four states.

What this approach misses is that there are things you can say about A+B that are not captured

by saying something about the state of A in isolation and the state of B in isolation.  For

example, you could say of A+B that its members were in the same state, or were in different

states.  This is how I understand mental properties; they are something that can be said of a

physical system, and whether they apply or not is determined by the properties of the individual

physical components of that system.  However they are not non-physical, rather they are ways

describing complex relationships between those physical components.

5.3 Causation

And if we accept that the mental properties depend on the physical properties as detailed

above then one of the problems of mental causation is resolved.  Since the mental properties are

no longer essentially separate from the physical ones they have all the same causal powers as the

physical properties that they depend on.  To make another analogy, the causal powers of mental

properties are like the causal powers of solidity.  Solidity is a property that depends on more

basic physical properties of the object (specifically how strongly the molecules in the object are

attracted to each other), a dependence of the same sort that I claim exists between the mental

properties and the physical ones.  And we have no problem dealing with solidity and causation,

the solidity of an object just is how strongly its molecules are attracted to each other, and if that
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attraction prevents the object from passing through another then we can legitimately say that its

solidity prevented it from passing through.

But there is also another less talked about problem with materialist mental causation,

which arises from the fact that several systems could instantiate the same mental properties.

(The long story as to how this is possible goes as follows: the mental properties depend on the

“functional” properties of the system, and systems with widely different physical makeup can

have the same “functional” properties, thus the same mental properties can be had by systems

that are physically unlike each other in many ways.)  The problem is that if the systems are

physically different from each other in some ways then even though those systems have the same

mental properties there is no guarantee that they will have the same mental properties in the

future.  And this is a problem because it implies that there are no mental laws, that from the

mental properties of the system at one moment no reliable prediction can be made regarding the

mental properties of that system at future moments, which is contrary to our experience.  The

solution to this problem is to embrace functionalism, or something like it, which says that what is

important for determining mental properties is how the system develops over time.  Given that

restriction the requirements for a certain mental property to apply might restrict its occurrence to

systems that will develop in the right kind of way, and thus exhibit mental laws.  But let me

leave the specifics as to what kind of materialist theories can and cannot be suitable theories

about the mind until the next section.

5.4 Elimitivism
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At this point some may worry that I have in fact eliminated mental properties altogether.

After all an instance of a mental property is identical with some collection of physical properties,

or so I claim.  And thus the mental properties can be in some sense reduced to these physical

properties, and their operation and existence explained in terms of them.  And thus it may seem

like they have been eliminated in favor of the physical properties.  But this doesn’t seem like

elimination to me.  After all we can provide the exact same identification and reduction for

solidity, and claiming that we have thus eliminated solidity by providing such an explanation

seems unwarranted.  What we have really done is identify certain microphysical properties as

solidity, meaning that solidity is simply a name for that kind of arrangement of properties.  And

the same thing can be said about the mental, we have just identified what that mental property

really is, not abandoned it for the physical description; descriptions of different kinds can coexist

with each other without problem.

6: The Shape of a Materialist Theory

We have already uncovered in our investigations some limitations on the shape a

materialist theory can take.  We found out that it must be internalist, and we found out that it

must identify in some way mental properties with some collection of physical properties (in

order to overcome the problems of mental causation).  Now I will explore these limitations

further, in order to reduce the number of possibilities, and thus make clearer the way towards a

positive theory, that is a theory that says what consciousness is in materialist terms.

6.1: Identity and Materialism
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As I established above we must in some way identify the mental properties with physical

properties.  But this does not mean we have to embrace the identity theory about consciousness,

which identifies a mental state with the totality of physical properties that describe the brain.

Such an identity theory is problematic for two reasons.  First of all it seems to rule out the

possibility that systems other than the human brain can be conscious, since it is unlikely that any

other creature, whether alien or artificial, will be enough like us to have sufficiently similar

physical properties to be covered by the identity theory.  And this is a problem with the theory

since it provides us with no good reason to believe that such beings couldn’t be conscious.

Another problem with the identity theory is that it doesn’t provide any insight as to why the

specific collection of physical properties in our brains are identical with one conscious state

instead of another, or why they are even conscious at all.  And finally the identity theory doesn’t

explain how minor brain damage may leave experience unaffected.  Functionally the brain has a

good deal of redundancy built in, so we may find that people with varying amounts of damage to

some small region of their brain report no difference in their experiences, but that patients with

that entire area of the brain destroyed do.  And this is a phenomena that cannot be explained by

an identity theory, because it seems clear that the whole region would have to be somehow

identical to a part of experience, but that no part of the region is identical with it, since each part

has been damaged in different people who report no change in their experiences.  And that

strongly implies that it is the functional properties of that region that are connected to

consciousness, since it seems that how they survive brain damage is what matters for experience,

or at least that they correlate very strongly with what matters.
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But just because we reject the identity theory doesn’t mean we have to reject any

identification of the mental with the physical.  What we need to do is rather to identify the

mental properties only with a subset of the physical properties.  And the only serious contender

for this role seems to be the functional properties (a functional property being identified with a

collection of physical properties).

6.2: Argument Against Static Theories

But let us assume for a moment that there was some other, non-functional, theory about

consciousness.  Such a theory would be a static theory, meaning that whatever the mental

properties depend on is a feature of the physical properties that exist at a single moment.  Why

can’t non-functionalist theories appeal to the properties that exist in future and past moments?

Well surely if a system is conscious over a period of time it is conscious for a given moment

within that period.  Now at this moment all we have to work with is the properties that currently

exist, because future and past properties could change with no effect on the current state of the

system (assuming we could somehow disrupt past events without propagating those changes to

future moments).  Those changes shouldn’t affect whether the system is conscious at that

moment, since we haven’t changed any of the physical properties that consciousness at that

moment depends on.  And this means that we can’t appeal to those future or past properties in

our theory about consciousness.  How is functionalism different?  Well functional properties

have to do with how the system will change over time, and how information is carried by those

changes.  Of course functionalism too must deal with single moments, but we can deduce

functional properties from the physical properties that exist at a given moment, assuming we
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have an understanding of the laws that govern them.  Thus functional properties have built into

them the idea of a usual progression of the system.  Even if that progression is somehow violated

by our hypothetical meddling we can still appeal to it, because when we talk about the

progression what we are really talking about is the how the system is likely to change over time

as given by the properties that exist at the given moment.

Obviously the identity theory is one example of a static theory.  The theory that

consciousness is based somehow on representation or self-representation can also be a static

theory, if representation itself is not defined in functional terms (which it very well may be).  So

what is wrong with static theories?  Well, simply consider a system that we consider conscious,

and consider what would happen if that system were somehow stopped, frozen with all the

relevant physical properties preserved.  And then assume that sometime later we restarted the

system.  According to a static theory, in the time which the system was frozen it should still have

been conscious, since all the relevant physical properties, that consciousness supposedly

depended on, were present.  But if we ask a person who had been frozen like this about their

experience they will report that suddenly they “jumped” from the moment they were frozen until

the moment they were unfrozen.  And thus they will report that they were not conscious during

this period.  This is not a problem with memory, it is not the case that they have forgotten being

conscious, nor is it that they were unable to form memories; it was just that the system wasn’t in

action so no experiences could have been had.  And this is a problem with static theories, they

falsely claim that the temporally frozen system was conscious when really all it had was the

potential to be conscious if it were un-frozen.

6.3: Argument Against Teleological Functionalism
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But being functionalist in some way is not a guarantee that a materialist theory will be

successful.  Functionalism covers a wide range of possibilities, and they can’t all be on the right

track.  Teleological functionalism is one such flawed theory.  It interprets the idea that the mind

is the function of the brain as meaning that the mind is the goal, or purpose of the brain, much

like the function of a can-opener is to open cans.  Although it seems unlikely it certainly it isn’t

impossible.  If consciousness had some survival value for the conscious being evolution would

have selected for it, resulting in an organism that devoted some of its biological resources to the

function of being conscious, just as gills evolved to have the function of extracting oxygen from

water, and the beaks of hummingbirds to have the function of extracting nectar from flowers.

The problem with this interpretation is not that it is implausible, in fact I think it likely that

consciousness has some survival value, it’s just that interpreting functionalism in this way leaves

us in the dark as to how the brain accomplishes this function, what consciousness itself is, among

other questions; it leaves unanswered the various questions that functionalism was supposed to

address, meaning that in addition to this interpretation of functionalism we would need to

endorse another additional interpretation of functionalism or a version of the identity theory.

6.4: Argument Against Causal Functionalism

A second interpretation of functionalism, advocated by Armstrong and Lewis, or causal

functionalism, and I would contend that it too cannot satisfactorily answer our questions about

the mind.  Causal functionalism holds that mental properties, and consciousness, depend on

causal relations.  And certainly this seems like a plausible interpretation of functionalism, since
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function and causation are closely connected.  In essence causal functionalism holds that a

specific mental property or state is simply something that causes a certain range of behaviors and

mental states and is caused by a certain range of perceptions and mental states.  But there is an

obvious problem with this version of functionalism, which is that it tends to collapse into

behaviorism.  Consciousness is one of the things that we want our theory about the mind to

explain, and how can causal functionalism explain it?  Causal functionalism makes no claims

about the nature of the states that cause behavior and are caused by perception, and so when we

attempt to explain consciousness we are either going to have to admit that it is unexplainable by

this theory (i.e. the theory can explain why people claim to be conscious, but it cannot explain

why they experience being conscious) or claim that it is only some kind of behavioral illusion.

So a causal functionalist theory might not be wrong, in the sense that it might correctly predict

behavior, but it can’t answer the questions about the mind that we developed the theory to

investigate in the first place, it can only explain our behavior, and behavior is not the deep

mystery.

6.5: Remaining Possibilities

There are several other possibilities of course.  One such possibility is that consciousness

depends on the way the brain handles signals or information.  And this is the possibility that I

will pursue in section 7.  But, more importantly, I will attempt to start from an understanding of

consciousness and work backwards from it.  Often it seems that when we develop a theory that

mental properties depend on one thing or another the theory ends up unable to explain

consciousness, it simply ends up insisting that it is somehow identical to whatever functional
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properties are favored.  So, in the hopes of avoiding this problem I will instead start from a

criteria about what systems in general can be considered conscious, and then I will work back

from that criterion to see what kind of materialist theory best describes those systems.

7: Positive Theory

If we attempt to develop a theory about consciousness based solely on our experience of

being conscious it is unlikely that we will ever break out of the subjective realm.  Now this is not

to say that our subjective experience can’t help us understand consciousness, indeed I will appeal

to it at several points, its just that by itself it has no necessary connection to what actually exists.

Instead I will begin from an understanding of what it is required for us to think that another

person is conscious.

7.1: Definition of Consciousness

Let us begin then with the hypothesis that what if another being demonstrates that they

have a first person perspective, and have experiences, that we are justified in saying that they are

conscious.  Of course in that form our hypothesis would seem to be a kind of behaviorism,

because it makes consciousness dependant on what impressions the system gives us through its

behavior.  So let  us say instead then that the system is conscious only if it really has a first

person perspective, and experience.  Obviously behavior that seems to demonstrate the existence

of a first person perspective and experience is probably good evidence that there really is one

(certainly that is the simplest explanation), but whether the system really has such things is a
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matter that depends solely on its internal workings (meaning that, conversely, some systems

could display no evidence of a first person perspective or experience and still be conscious,

although this too is an unlikely possibility).

But, before we proceed to define what it takes to have a first person perspective and

experiences let us consider first if having both those things is always enough to be conscious, or,

in other words, is it possible for a system to have both a first person perspective and experiences

and not be conscious?  Well if such a system was sufficiently intelligent it could construct the

claim “I think, therefore I am” (Descartes’ cogito).  I claim that any system that can deduce the

cogito is conscious, and since intelligence, meaning the ability to abstract and reason formally

doesn’t seem to be responsible for consciousness (many unconscious computers have this ability)

then we can conclude that experience and the first person perspective are sufficient for

consciousness.

To justify my claim that a system that can deduce the cogito must be conscious I must

first clarify what I mean by deduce in this context, in order to rule out some obvious counter

examples, for instance a printer that is programmed to print out “I think, I am” over and over, or

a system that works with statement on a completely formal level being given the statement “I

think” and arriving at the conclusion “I exist”. Obviously the second is closer to deducing the

cogito than the first, but it is only doing part of the deduction, the part that requires reasoning

ability. The complete deduction of the cogito requires the ability to come up with the statement

“I think” without any outside prompting (or at least to be able to affirm the truth of the statement

based on the evidence available). And this is something that neither the printer nor the deduction

system can do. But we can, and certainly any conscious being that is sufficiently intelligent can

as well.
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So why must the ability to deduce the cogito in this way imply that the system that can

deduce it is conscious? Well, there are two ways to argue for this. One is by appeal to our own

situation with regards to consciousness. The cogito is one of the most foundational truths that we

have available to us. Although there is not much else that can be built off of it, it itself is immune

to doubt, because the very act of being able to doubt affirms its conclusion, because in order to

doubt we must exist. Everything else about ourselves is more open to doubt than it. For example,

I can more readily doubt that I am who I think I am, that I have some ability that I think I have,

than I can doubt that I exist. But being conscious is not something that we are supposed to be

able to doubt, it is supposed to be evident, indubitably, to us. Thus there are two possibilities.

The existence of the cogito can logically imply that we are conscious, consciousness can be

equally indubitable for some other reason, or consciousness may not be as certain as existence. If

we were to make consciousness less certain than existence then consciousness would essentially

evaporate. This is because it would become rational to doubt that we ourselves were conscious,

because we have problems identifying what consciousness is in objective terms.  And if we can’t

find it, and doubting its existence isn’t necessarily irrational, then it would seem natural to then

conclude that we weren’t, in fact, conscious, but that we only thought that we were.  But this is

absurd.  The second possibility, that it has an independent reason for being indubitable, which

seems unlikely to me as well, simply because I can’t see how to construct such an indubitable

basis for it.  One possible way to attempt to establish that it is indubitable is to simply say that it

is self evident that we are conscious, that we simply know it.  But that is not a valid argument,

because by the same logic we could conclude that anything we want existed (god, unicorns, ect)

as long as their existence felt indubitable to us, which is absurd.  A second possibility is to

construct a cogito-like proof, reasoning that if we think we must be conscious, since thinking is
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conscious, but this just begs the question, since to prove that we are conscious we would be

assuming that we have conscious acts.  (And can’t even a mindless computer “think” in some

sense when it churns through sentences in a deduction program, even though it isn’t conscious?)

And thus it seems that the ability to deduce the cogito must imply consciousness, since we have

shown that the other two possibilities are unacceptable.

Of course, as I mentioned above, there is another, more direct, way to argue that the

ability to deduce the cogito implies consciousness, which is good, since the method presented

above might seem rather roundabout, and thus suspicious.  To do that we must pull apart the

initial premise of the cogito, that “I think”.  This means that the system that deduces the cogito is

in some sense a subject, because it conceives of itself as a unitary entity extended through time.

And secondly the fact that it thinks that it thinks, means that it has experiences, or at least thinks

that it has experiences.  Which means that it naturally would conceive of itself as conscious.  If

someone described their experience of being conscious to it (that they have a stream of

experiences, and so on) the system would conclude that it too was conscious (if it previously had

no opinion on the matter), since it too has a stream of experiences, just like they do, although the

nature of its experiences may differ from theirs.  Again, I appeal to the basic indubitably of

consciousness, that if a system honestly thinks of itself as conscious when someone explains

what consciousness is to it, then it is conscious.  I should hope this principle is self-evident,

because it is why we think that we are conscious, someone explained what consciousness was,

and then we realized that we too were conscious.  So to doubt that such a system is conscious

would be to doubt that we ourselves (or at least everyone else) was conscious.  Since that is

unacceptable we must thus conclude that the system that deduces the cogito is conscious.
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7.2: The First Person Perspective

The next task then is to determine what kinds of systems can be said to have a first person

perspective.  Often we talk about the first person perspective as though it were a viewpoint from

which our conscious mind “looks out” on our experiences.  As intuitive as this idea may seem it

is also misguided. If we really thought about the first person perspective in this way we could

still ask all the questions we normally ask about consciousness about the first person perspective

(e.g. what makes it have a first person perspective), and thus would have made no progress.  In

addition such a conception of the first person perspective leads either to an infinite regress, in

which the first person perspective itself must have a first person perspective, or a denial that the

question can be answered.  Neither response gets us anywhere.

Thus, if we are to successfully understand the first person perspective (in terms of

understanding why people have it and things like rocks don’t), we must define it without

invoking a perspective.  This might seem impossible, since having a perspective is essential to

our conception of the first person perspective (the name gives it away I think).  It would be like

asking someone to draw a square without drawing something that was a square.  Is this really

impossible?  Consider the picture below:

In this picture there is clearly a square, but at the same time there isn’t.  The “square” in the

picture is created by the features of other elements in the picture, and not by a separate element
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in the picture that has the property of being square.  Attempting to explain a first person

perspective in terms of an inner point of view is much like attempting to explain the square in the

above picture by appealing to some elements of the picture as being square, it just can’t be done.

But, just as the shape of the other elements in the picture define the square, perhaps we can

define the first person perspective in terms of the properties of other aspects of the mind, which

create a perspective without themselves having a perspective.

Since experiences and the first person perspective are tied so closely together it is natural

to assume that the structure of experience somehow creates the first person perspective.  But,

before we can adopt such a view, we must address two possible problems.  One is that we

usually define experiences as being had by some consciousness, which in turn requires a first

person perspective.  This might seem like it would make determining which systems have a first

person perspective impossible, since to see if they had a point of view we would need to know

that they had experiences, which in turn would require that we already know that they have a

first person perspective in order to know that they were conscious.  The other potential problem

is that we haven’t specified how experiences give rise to this first person perspective, and a

failure to do so may leave some suspecting that it is impossible.

Let me first tackle the “chicken and the egg” problem.  Although it may seem

intimidating there is really a simple solution, instead of saying that the first person perspective is

created by the structure of experience we can say that it is created by the structure of proto-

experiences.  A proto-experience is something that fills all the requirements to be an experience

but isn’t necessarily part of a conscious system.  Of course if the proto-experiences do contain a

first person perspective then they can be considered real experiences, and if they don’t obviously

they remain as only proto-experiences.  This neatly resolves the problem, since we can still claim
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that all experiences necessarily have a first person perspective, but we don’t have to stipulate that

something is a full-blown experience before we go looking for a first person perspective in it.  I

will handle the exact nature of experience, and thus these proto-experiences, in section 7.3, so for

now let me just assume that a good description of them does exist.

The second problem, explaining how experiences create or are responsible for a first

person perspective, is a bit trickier.  The first possibility to consider is that the first person

perspective is created by some specialized part of experiences, but given how we are aware of

the self this seems unlikely, since unlike vision or hearing there is no specific “mode of

experience” that is associated with the first person perspective.  It is reasonable then to assume

that the first person perspective is something that all aspects of experience contribute to.

Experiences, as we know them, are not simply information gathered from externally directed

senses, even if we set aside the internal components of experience such as thought.  Our

experiences are filled with concepts and additional information by unconscious processes, for

example when we see a tree we see it as a tree in addition to seeing it as specifically colored

shape.  My proposal, then, is that the first person perspective is created by information “added”

to experiences that relates the contents of perception, thought, ect to a subject.  Objects seen are

seen as being in a certain position to the perceiver, feelings are construed as my feelings,

thoughts as my thoughts, ect.  The information about the perceiver, the me, the I, that is added to

experiences is responsible for our observation that a first person perspective exists, since in any

conscious mental act information that there is a subject, that the experience is from our point of

view, is also presented to us.  And because information about a subject is embedded in the

experience itself, and it is this information alone that is responsible for the first person
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perspective in consciousness, there is nothing more to the first person perspective, just as there is

nothing more to the square in our earlier picture besides the shape of the black areas.

7.3: Experiences

I admit that, properly speaking, experiences are only found in conscious systems (or at

least that is normally how we use the term).  So what we really want to define is a proto-

experience, which, when combined with the kind of first person perspective described above,

results in a conscious system, and is thus a real experience.  Initially we might simply think that

input in general is what I am calling proto-experiences.  Input into an unconscious system, like a

thermostat, is simply data, while input into a conscious system is an experience.  Unfortunately

things aren’t so simple.  Consider, for example, the phenomenon of blind sight.  A patient with

blind sight has lost the ability to have the experience of vision at least for part of their visual

field.  Consciously they are blind in that area, but the information is still reaching their mind;

when guessing (randomly, or so they think) they demonstrate that they have, unconsciously,

some information about what going on in that region, as they “guess” spectacularly well.  Blind

sight then is an example of input into a conscious system that is not part of an experience.

Obviously in blind sight the input only goes to the unconscious mind.  But this does not

answer our question, about what a proto-experience is.  We might be tempted to say that it is

input into the conscious mind, but the unconscious is part of the same system as the conscious

mind, so what makes one kind of input a proto-experience and not the other?  The key, I think, is

how the information contained in the input is made available to the mind, and, more importantly,

future mental states.
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Consider, for example, a memory suddenly recovered of an event that one never had a

memory of before (perhaps not a condition that occurs in real life, but definitely something that

is possible).  After such a recovery we would have memories of a time that we didn’t before, and

of course, by the nature of memory, such events would be remembered as being experienced by

us from a first person point perspective.  Was this period of time conscious all along, then, and

simply hidden from us, or did it become conscious upon our ability to remember it?  Accepting

either interpretation of events seems to lead to unacceptable consequences.  If we accept that it

became conscious when we were able to remember it we seem to be accepting that an experience

being conscious to a subject is something that can be decided years after the subject actually

experienced it.  On the other hand, arguing that the remembered experience was conscious all

along would seem to undermine our first person authority about consciousness, which is equally

strange since consciousness is usually understood as the one aspect of the mind that we have

authoritative first person access to.  Even stranger, if we accept that a recovered memory was

conscious all along then how are we to handle false memories or “borrowed” memories (the

possibility of one person’s memories being given to another person)?  It would seem strange to

say that since they can be remembered as conscious they must have been conscious all along,

since in the case of a false memory it never really happened, and in the case of borrowed

memories it happened to someone else, not the person who it is now conscious for.  (Of course

there is also the option to deny that remembered events are necessarily conscious in any way, but

this would lead to a strange position where one could rationally doubt that they were conscious

before the present moment, and clearly this is an absurd position to be in.)

The underlying problem is not how we approach remembered events, but how we deal

with the conscious subject.  Because we naively assume that during a lifetime there is one
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conscious subject we assume that every experience must be conscious for that same subject,

leading us to the problems above.  However, it is well known that considering people as some

single entity that exists for a lifetime (the person at one time is the same person at some later

time) is paradoxical (because of branching and transitivity).  One solution to this problem is to

consider each instant to be a single person, who is very similar to the people in that body at

subsequent and preceding instants, and less and less like the people at instants further away in

time.  In other words, we could call James now James(A), James five seconds later James(B),

and James five minutes later James(C).  James(A) is very similar to both James(B) and

James(C), but he is more similar to James(B) than to James(C).  The degree of similarity itself is

determined by how many psychological (or mental) properties the person-instants have in

common.  Under this view the idea that there is a single person at all times who lives in the same

body is simply a rough abstraction that arises because a person at any two moments in their life

is generally more similar to “themselves” than to other people.

If we accept this analysis of personhood then wondering about what makes an experience

conscious to any future person-moment becomes a much simpler task.  If that experience can be

remembered or reflected on by at least one future conscious person-moment then it is conscious

with respect to that person-moment (and whether other future person-moments can remember it

or not becomes largely irrelevant).  A tentative hypothesis about proto-experience then is that

they are the collections of inputs that can be remembered and reflected upon by future states

(although not that it necessarily must be reflected upon or remembered, just the potential is

sufficient).  If this hypothesis were to be false it would mean that it would be possible for a

system in which no experience could be remembered or reflected upon by any future moment

could be considered conscious, and I will simply take it as a given that this is an impossibility,
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since they would seem too unstable to support a first person perspective.  Of course I am sure

that someone will bring up the cases of people who can’t form new memories as an exception,

but they aren’t really, since even these people have short term memories, meaning that they can

think about and build upon their experiences for at least a short period of time.

Reflexes are a good example of how experience must be incorporated in a way that

allows it to be reflected upon for it to be conscious.  The input that causes us to, for example,

pull back from something hot does not immediately become part of the conscious mind. We react

before we are aware of why we are reacting. And thus the input that caused us to pull away is

effectively unconscious and not part of an experience, as it immediately causes us to pull away,

and is not incorporated into the mind in a way that allows it to be reflected upon.  Of course that

input does become part of an experience after the reflex has occurred, but until it does, while the

reflex is occurring, it is unconscious, simply input.

In addition the input has to be incorporated into a reflexive structure in the “right way” in

order to constitute a proto-experience.  The “right way” for a particular kind of input, say sight,

is that when that input is processed, it is treated as sight.  For example, if a system has visual

input from a tree, and if that visual input is to be part of experience, then any thoughts or

responses that the system generates as part of the circular process that defines experience must

be about it as visual, not as a hunch, or smell, or whatever.  Or, in other words, the input-output

correlations that I appealed to earlier as the basis of intentionality must be preserved, input of

one kind can’t be recalled as input of another, and it must be the input itself that is stored, not its

contents.  What the difference might be in simple creatures is hard to imagine, but for people it is

clear, it must be thought about, in every way, as vision.  This is why the visual input in patients

with blind sight is not a visual experience, even when they are correctly guessing about the
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contents of the region they cannot consciously see; that information is incorporated into their

consciousness as a random guess, and not as visual input.  When they reflect upon it they don’t

think of it as sight, they think of it as a guess.  Thus they have the experience of guessing, but not

the experience of seeing, even if their guess and the visual input contained the same information.

So, in summary a proto-experience is input into a system that is unified, identified as

input, and that is made available to the system not just when the input comes in, but also for

some time afterwards.  This means that a proto-experience will probably be incorporated into the

immediately subsequent proto-experiences to a greater or lesser extent, which is probably

corresponds to our awareness of the moments that immediately precede the current one.

7.4: What Kind of Theory is This?

That then is my theory about consciousness.  So what kind of theory is it?  Well certainly

it is a materialist theory, since the explanations of both the first person perspective and

experience are in objective terms.  More specifically they are in terms of how information is

handled by the system.  To generate a first person perspective the system must maintain

information about itself, and incorporate that information into experiences.  And experiences

themselves are simply input, a kind of information, unified and made available to the system not

only when the inputs arrive but also when desired at later moments (that is, if something doesn’t

cause the experience to be forgotten, although all experiences seem to make it into the short term

memory, where they have the opportunity to be reflected on, at least as retentions in the margins

of experience, for some time),  The theory above then ultimately defines consciousness in terms

of how information flows in the system, a view that might be described as informational
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functionalism.  And of course how information flows in a system is ultimately determined by the

basic physical properties, although systems of different structure may handle information in the

same ways.

7.5: The Domain of Consciousness

I think then that I have at least addressed the central questions about consciousness,

namely what it is and why some systems have it.  As a closing remark allow me to touch on a

question that always seems to reappear in the debates surrounding consciousness, namely

whether animals and computers can be conscious.  Certainly I see no barriers, in principle to

either group possessing consciousness.  However, many animals may not possess

consciousnesses simply because their brains aren’t structured in the right way (fish and insects

for example seem too simple to be conscious).  But, many animals, especially some of the

mammals, do seem sophisticated enough to be conscious, although we might not know for sure

until we have the technology to study in detail the operation of their brains (since they can’t

talk).  Similarly a computer programmed in the right way might be conscious.  But I don’t see

what we would expect from one, because consciousness is not the same thing as intelligence, and

I think the first goal of the computer scientists working in this area is to make a computer that

acts intelligently, not one that is conscious, since consciousness by itself wouldn’t be very useful.

Appendix: Other Arguments For Materialism
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In part 1 I presented what I see as the strongest argument for materialism, the argument

for the causal closure of the world, combined with an argument against epiphenomenalism,

which forces us to conclude that the conscious mind must be material.  But of course that is not

the only argument for materialism.  Here I have collected some of those other arguments, not

because I think that the argument I presented previously is flawed, but because much of what I

have written here is based on the assumption that the mind is material.  Thus it seems wise to put

that assumption on as firm a footing as is possible.  By presenting these other arguments I hope

to make it apparent that rejecting materialism is undesirable for a number of reasons besides the

apparent need to violate causal closure.

A.1: Argument From Explanation

The argument from explanation attempts to show that materialism can explain more

about the mind then its primary rival, dualism, and thus that we should devote most of our

resources to developing such theories.  Obviously this doesn’t show that Materialism is correct,

certainly the universe has no obligation to favor the theory that explains more.  Instead the

argument from explanation serves more as motivation to pursue materialism, even if it turns out

to be incorrect.  Thus this argument is the weakest of the three.

Materialism attempts to explain, and predict, the mind by arguing that certain kinds of

collections of physical properties are behind what we think of as the mental properties.  This can

function as an explanation of the mental properties because by knowing about the physical

properties that underlie them we can know what is “really” going on.  Ideally we would be able

to say why some creatures are conscious and some aren’t by appealing to some physical features
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of their constitution.  Likewise, we could explain our perceptions, thoughts, and experiences by

describing how the physical facts are responsible for mental life as we know it.  Essentially we

would be able to answer all the “why” questions about the mind (such as “why does being angry

feel different than being happy?”) by appealing to our theory and the physical facts.  And of

course if the mental is really the physical then we can make predictions about it too, since we can

have no problem in making predictions about physical facts.

In contrast dualism, in both its property and substance forms, can neither predict nor

explain mental life.  According to dualism even if the mental facts aren’t fundamental and un-

analyzable they might as well be, since we have no way, except through our experience, to know

about them.  And this makes dualism a bad explanation of the mind.  If we were to ask the

dualist why animals are conscious and plants aren’t they can’t satisfactorily answer us (assuming

they don’t appeal to some supernatural force, like god, to explain who has “souls” and who

doesn’t, and I don’t think many would accept this as a good explanation).  Similarly, they can’t

tell us how or why thinking about dogs is different than thinking about cats, all the dualist can

say is that one experiences the thoughts as different.  And, despite the fact that we can make

observations about our own mental life, dualism can’t hope to make predictions about the mental

either.  To make predictions requires the ability to formulate general laws (as in: thoughts of type

X will be followed by type Y).  But, since the mental properties are basically un-analyzable, it is

hard to tell how we would be able to determine if a thought fell within one category or another.

It is true that upon experiencing the thought we would know, but it is hard to piece together laws

from such observations.  We need to know what features of type X make type Y follow it, so that

we can speculate as to why those features have that causal effect.
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Of course we might feel that the predictability problem could be resolved by the right

kind of epiphenomenalism, which states that for any physical state there is only one possible

accompanying mental state, even though the mental properties are separate from the physical

properties.  And thus we might reason that since we can predict future physical states we could

also determine the accompanying future mental states, and thus predicting them indirectly.

Unfortunately there is a flaw with this plan, which is that epiphenomenalism doesn’t give us a

way to determine which mental properties will be connected with which physical state.  Perhaps

our version of epiphenomenalism could borrow part of a materialist theory, and where the

materialist says that certain physical configurations are certain mental properties the

epiphenomenalist could say that they ensure that those mental properties accompany them.  But

the epiphenomenalist cannot really adopt the materialist’s theory and change the wording,

because the epiphenomenalist doesn’t have a reason to think that the materialist theory they are

adopting should work.  Why should certain physical states give rise to certain mental ones?  The

epiphenomenalist cannot say, because they have added a gap to the materialist theory without a

way to fill it, so even if they can make predictions they can’t say why those predictions are likely

to be correct.

There are those who think that the mind cannot be understood. Certainly I can’t prove

that it can be, but to say that understanding it is impossible without a very good reason seems

like simply giving up. And if we are attempting to understand the mind then materialism

certainly looks like the best way to go.

A.2: Argument From Rationality
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The second argument for materialism, the argument from rationality, attempts to show

that the only theory about the mind that we can endorse rationally is a materialist one.  However

this argument rests on two principles about what can be rationally endorsed, which not everyone

may share.  One is that we should only believe to be true statements that are supported by

reasons (either by evidence or deduction).  And secondly, that when several mutually exclusive

alternatives are supported equally the easiest to falsify should be adopted (or, in other words, the

one that makes the strongest claims, or the simplest; all three criteria usually support the same

choice).  Obviously these principles are behind the “scientific” worldview, but not everyone may

accept them, thinking that some things may be known by intuition, or “revelation”, although I

would disagree.

However we can allay some of our worries about these principles examining the reasons

to accept them as guides for thought.  After all there are many possible ways of reasoning,

labeling this one as rational doesn’t necessarily make it the best.  It might be possible to

construct a defense of rationalism based on some other, more universal principles, but I won’t

attempt to do so here, instead I will simply point out history has shown that such “rational”

methods of approaching problems have always led to the best results, the most promising

theories, the most reliable technologies.  Other approaches may have had more followers than the

principles outlined above, for example the method of believing whatever you have been told

(dogmatism), but none of them have come anywhere close to them in achieving real results. Of

course this doesn’t prove that these rational principles are the universally best way of reasoning

right off the bat, but given that we accept it within some domains we can ask the question: “are

these domains all that these rational principles can be applied to?” Since there is no rational
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reason to believe that they are so limited we should be compelled to accept that it is a universally

good strategy, until proven otherwise.

So, given then these rational principles, and reason to think they are universally

applicable, we should be naturally led to ask: is it possible to reconcile rationalism with the idea

that something non-material exists?  Another way to put this idea might be to ask: is there any

observation where a non-material explanation will be better than a material one?  Obviously the

answer to that question must be no, because generally it is impossible to falsify non-material

explanations for phenomena, but it is easy (or at least easier) to falsify materialist explanations,

since one expects material causes to be observable.  For example, the thesis that tiny creatures

cause disease is more rational than the idea that disease is caused by evil spirits; the tiny

creatures hypothesis could be disproved with the correct observations.  This holds true even if

one currently can’t build a microscope, because could eventually hope to construct one, but

never an evil-spirits detector.

Of course when considering explanations about past events considerations of what is

rational become trickier.  Certainly we can still use our criterion of being supported by reasons to

eliminate some bad theories, for example the hypothesis that aliens built the pyramids is

supported by evidence to a smaller degree than the theory that slaves built the pyramids.  In some

ways we might also still be able to use the criterion of falsification, since surely more

information will be revealed to us by archeological finds, and this new evidence will have the

possibility of falsifying some theories (for example, evidence of alien graffiti).  However, let us

assume that we are in a position of having all the evidence and that the evidence equally supports

two theories.  In this case I would have to say that neither is more rational than the other, which
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doesn’t invalidate our rationalist requirement, but does illustrate how much harder it is to acquire

knowledge when new experiments can’t be done to test hypotheses.

The reason I bring up considerations of past events because it is possible to form a

hypothesis to the effect that something non-material existed in the past, and not have this

hypothesis be defeated simply on concerns of testability.  However, as mentioned above, the

historical data will support different hypotheses to different degrees, and thus the non-material

hypothesis will be passed over in favor of material ones (Since Evidence A can only support

explanation B if it is known that B is the most likely cause of evidence A. The non-material

however will never be thought of as the most likely cause, because it must be, by its nature,

unpredictable, as argued in 1.1, and thus we would never have reason to believe that it was the

most likely cause.  If the non-material could be reliably known to be the cause of certain events

that would make it simply another part of the material world, as mentioned above.).  And since

the non-material will never be supported by rationalism, either as an explanation of phenomena

in general or past events in particular, we can conclude that rationalism, or at least this form of

rationalism, leads unavoidably to materialism.

A.3 Argument From Causal Locality

This argument requires us to understand what counts as material in a slightly different

way from that which I developed earlier.  Instead of defining material as basically that which is

in the domain of science we define it as that which has a location.  Obviously this is reminiscent

of Descartes, who defined the physical as that which was extended.  Of course modern physics

requires us to accept that there may be such things as point particles, which, by being points, are
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not extended.  However defining the material as that which has a location captures the spirit of

Descartes definition, I would think.

But how do we determine what has a location, and what location it has?  Fundamentally

we do so by defining its location relative to other physical things it has interacted with.  If

particle A bounces off of particle B, and we know about this interaction, then we can define the

location of A at the time it interacted with B as whatever location B had.  And from those

relationships we can deduce the position of the particle at times when it isn’t interacting with

anything.

Of course there are two small problems with this definition.  The first is that it gives

particle A a location only conditionally upon B having a location.  But we only know that B has

a location because of its interactions with particle C, and so on.  So it might seem like there is a

problem getting started in determining what has a location.  But while this is an interesting

epistemological problem it has little bearing on the issue at hand, we can simply assume that

somehow we can reasonably say that most of the components of the objects that we usually

interact with have a location.

The second problem is in determining which causal interactions allow us to deduce

information about location.  However from the principle of causal locality (from special

relativity) we can deduce that when dealing with the fundamental components of nature (and not

our usual imprecise talk about causation) every causal interaction allows us to deduce

information about location.  If one thing has a causal effect on another either they were at the

same location at some point, or there is a chain of causal interactions connecting them, and that

at each link of the chain whatever is propagating the causal effect at that point was collocated

with both its predecessor and successor in the chain.
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But this means that anything that has a causal influence on the everyday world must have

a location, and thus is physical.  And so we have established, in a different way, that the physical

world must be causally closed.  Of course to show that the mind is physical we must successfully

argue that the mind isn’t epiphenomenal (but that has already been done in section 1.5).

A.4 Argument From Epistemology

The argument from epistemology is perhaps the least direct argument for materialism, as

it drags in a number of assumptions about knowledge.  In a sense that makes it weaker, but by

coming at the issue from a different angle it shows that materialism may be an attractive

positions for non-metaphysical reasons.  To begin with we must loosely define knowledge; to

call some statement knowledge is to recommend it, which is to say that holding that statement to

be true is in some way better or more useful, in general, than holding it to be false or being

undecided. (Note: it is useful or beneficial because of its content.)  I admit in general because

there may be some specific circumstances, such as in a completely accurate lie-detector test,

where the opposite may be true.  For example, if someone is a murderer it is beneficial to them to

know who they murdered, in order to avoid being caught for those crimes.  But when subjected

to such a lie detector test it would be beneficial if they believed that they hadn’t killed anyone,

even if they had.  Obviously there is a parallel with ethics here.  To say that an action is ethical is

to say that it is recommended for everyone, always.  But we also recognize that there are rare

occasions in which other, more pressing, constraints give individuals reason to act unethically.

Likewise, we can hold that knowledge is the beliefs that are recommended for everyone, always,
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and still admit that there are rare cases in which it may be better not to have the beliefs we call

knowledge, because of other unusual factors.

This definition of knowledge is a flexible one; it even categorizes some false statements

as knowledge (and is probably a better definition of knowledge because of that).  For example,

our current scientific theories are probably at best incomplete, and thus in a sense false.

However they are also the best approximations to natural law that we have, and so we would call

them knowledge, because it is beneficial (useful) to hold them as true.  But despite its flexibility

we can show, along with some relatively uncontroversial premises, that all knowledge must have

an ultimate basis (reasons to believe it) in objective facts.

Our first additional premise is that if something is knowledge additional facts /

consequences can be derived from it. We defend this premise simply by noting that if nothing

can be derived from some statement then it can’t be useful, and hence not knowledge. For

example, consider the belief that the cat is in the box. From this it follows that the cat is not

outside the box, that the box is not empty, that to empty the box I must at least remove the cat

(and possibly other things), and so on. Our second additional premise is that knowledge is

transferable. Which is to say that if we know some person A to be genuinely trustworthy and

reliable, and they tell us they know some fact S, and they tell us the grounds on which they know

S, then we know S. This seems reasonable because without some kind of transferability we

would have to learn everything from scratch, and because we don’t learn everything from scratch

it would follow that we know nearly nothing. And that clearly is absurd. The third, and last,

additional premise is that if some statement is knowledge then there is some more general rule

that leads us to think that it is knowledge. This premise is really more definitional than anything

else, it is simply a statement to the effect that all knowledge has some kind of basis and that the
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way particular knowledge follows from its basis (experience, other knowledge, or whatever) isn’t

arbitrary. Again, this “premise” isn’t really involved in the argument, it is more of a way of

framing the question.

So suppose that some kind of subjective facts were a valid basis for knowledge. Now

assume that a known trustworthy and reliable person, A, experiences some subjective facts and

correctly concludes S. Person A thus knows S. Person A then tells you of this fact, including

about the subjective facts that makes them believe S to be true. You thus know S. Now consider

an equally trustworthy and reliable person B. B has incorrectly derived ~S because they are

mistaken about some subjective facts (they actually experienced subjective facts C, but have

come to falsely remember the experience as containing subjective facts D). Person B tells you ~S

and about the subjective facts that make them think that it is true. You thus know ~S. But this is

a contradiction, because you can’t know S and ~S. Now we don’t have to assume that the rules

of deduction when it comes to knowledge are as fragile as those of classical logic, such that they

explode in the face of a contradiction. Instead we should assume (as in paraconsistent logic) that

nothing can be derived from either S or ~S until the contradiction is resolved (more precisely:

that you can derive facts from knowing S or ~S if you know that it is impossible for both S and

~S to have a valid basis). Now if the basis of these statements were objective facts then we

would resolve the contradiction by looking to the reasons persons A and B claim to know S and

~S and using that to resolve the disagreement. (This is the reason that we specified that grounds

had to be provided for knowledge to be transferred.) But in the case of knowledge grounded in

subjective facts contradictions can’t be resolved in this way because we don’t have access to the

subjective facts that were the basis of the beliefs of A and B. This is why we call them subjective

instead of objective. But this rules out subjective knowledge being transferable in general, even
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if no one has come forth to make the opposite claim on subjective grounds yet, because we

simply can’t have any confidence in those claims. Without an objective basis they simply aren’t

very resilient; we can’t have any confidence that they aren’t in error; even knowledge based on

subjective facts that had managed to endure for thousands of years would have to be discarded

overnight on the basis of testimony of a single person. (More precisely: we can never rule out the

possibility that both S and ~S might have an equally valid basis, even if we have only been

presented with a basis for one of them, given that they are subjective. And thus we can never

deduce anything from them.)

So knowledge based on subjective facts isn’t transferable. But couldn’t I believe things

on the basis of subjective facts revealed to me? Well given that it isn’t transferable we can

conclude that the content of these statements must have no objective consequences. (Note:

content, not the belief that they are true; the belief has obvious consequences, the first of which

being that I will have the disposition to affirm it as true.) If it did have objective consequences

then these could be appealed to in order to transfer that knowledge from one person to another.

(Perhaps this is just a way of saying that subjective knowledge is subjective.) It is hard to think

of beliefs that don’t have objective consequences, but let us assume that there are some. Given

that they have no objective consequences it is hard to say how holding them to be true could

possibly be better or more useful, which was our initial criterion of what counted as knowledge.

Perhaps we could argue that some of these beliefs make people feel better. But if they know that

what they believe has no objective (read: real) consequences it is hard to see how it could make

them feel better. On the other hand, if they believe it does have some objective consequences

then they will be mislead by it in certain situations, and hence it will actually be to their

disadvantage.
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The consequence of all this we can argue that if even for something as seemingly

fundamentally subjective as consciousness that if there is some knowable fact of the matter as to

whether people (even ourselves) are conscious then consciousness must have a objective

(physical) basis.  Or, in other words, if the fact that someone is conscious has an effect on the

world (if consciousness isn’t epiphenomenal), then the fact that someone is conscious must have

an objective basis, and so consciousness must be material.

A.5 Ethical Argument Against Epiphenomenalism

So far three of the arguments presented here for materialism have leaned on the premise

that the mind is not epiphenomenal.  So perhaps it would be wise to provide an additional reason

to reject epiphenomenalism as well.  One more reason to reject epiphenomenalism is that it has

unacceptable consequences with respect to ethics and free will.

If epiphenomenalism is to account for our experiences it must posit that somehow the

non-physical mind is determined by the physical brain, in order to explain why when we think

we are making a choice our body acts in accordance with that choice and why brain damage has

an effect on consciousness.  But if this is the case then the content of consciousness would be

completely determined by the physical brain and would have no influence on that brain.  Thus

the brain and the laws of physics would have complete control over our consciousness and the

choices we make.  But this takes away any possibility of free will, because the laws of physics

determine what we think, but take away any ability to have an effect on our actions.

And such a removal of free will undercuts ethics.  If we can’t have any real influence

over our actions then it doesn’t make sense to worry about whether we are doing the right thing
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or the wrong thing, since our consciousness doesn’t have an influence on our actions, and so

worrying about them serves no point, as it won’t change them.  If the laws of physics determine

us to do evil then we will, and consciously desiring to do the right thing will have no influence

on this.

Now the epiphenomenalist might reason that this problem isn’t a problem just for them,

but rather for determinism in general, and that they can simply adopt whatever general solution is

arrived at to the problems posed by determinism for ethics.  However the general solution seems

to be to move the focus of ethics away from free choices and to responsibility.  Now if the mind

is material it may be determined by the laws of physics to do whatever it does, but by being the

cause of those outcomes it is still responsible for them, and hence it still makes sense for us to

condemn such a mind, and for that mind to consider changing its behavior.  But by making the

mind causally ineffective epiphenomenalists cannot adopt this solution.
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